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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation is presented in an alternative format. It is composed of six 
chapters preceded by a general introduction and followed by a general summary, 
literature cited and acknowledgments. Chapter 1 is to be submitted for formal 
publication. Chapters 2,3 and 5 have been published in formal acadendc journals. 
Results presented in Chapters 2 and 3 were partly accomplished in my master's 
study. Chapters 4 and 6 are a continuation of Chapters 3 and 5, respectively. 
The first four parts are the analysis and application of the En transposable 
element and the last two parts are studies of resistance to Bipolaris maydis. 
Chapter 1 summarizes the restalts of a molecular analysis of "states" of the En 
transposable element. Three mutable alleles at the A2 locus in the anthocyanin 
pathway were studied for En insertion positions. These alleles contain an 
autonomous En, which shows a common spotting pattern when crossed to a 
common En tester allele al-m(r), and therefore have similar transposase 
expressions. A correlation is observed between En insertion positions in the single 
coding region of the intronless A2 gene and variegation patterns in the aleurone. 
Chapter 2 presents restalts of the chromosome labeling project. Because En 
has been shown to transpose more frequently to closely linked sites. En was 
relocated to each of the 20 maize chromosome arms by using reciprocal 
translocations. Arms containing an En element are said to be labeled by the 
element. The purpose of this project is to facilitate transposon tagging by close 
linkage of En to target genes. All 20 chromosome arms have been labeled. 
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Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 report results of transposon tagging ofRpl, a gene 
controlling resistance to common rust. In Chapter 3, a preliminary report of Rpl 
tagging is reported and instability of Rpl in different transposon-laden lines is 
compared. Additional results and more detailed RFLP analysis of some mutants 
are presented in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 5 reports the exceptional result in the rhm tagging project, rhm is a 
gene conferring resistance to southern com leaf blight (Bipolaris maydis). In 
contrast to the one-gene hypothesis, a two-gene model for resistance is proposed, 
and the rationale underlying this model is elucidated. Chapter 6 reports genetic 
tests of the two-gene model. These tests are consistent with the two-gene model. 
However, one last alternative has not been excluded. A molecular marker 
exchange test is proposed and will be conducted in the near future. 
Objectives 
Common rust and southern leaf blight are two important fungal diseases of 
maize in the United States as well as in other parts of the world (Shurtleff 1980). 
Common rust, caused by Puccinia sorghi, is common in temperate climates and 
has the potential to cause yield losses of susceptible maize (Hooker 1978), 
Southern leaf blight is wide-spread in tropical and subtropical areas. This disease 
caused the severe epiphytotic in 1970 in the United States with an estimated 
monetary loss of one billion dollars (Ullstrup 1978). Southern leaf blight is caused 
by a fungus originally named Helminthosporium maydis Nisikado and Miyake 
(Nisikado and Miyake 1926, cited in Ullstrup 1970), and later revised as Bipolaris 
maydis (Nisikado) Shoemaker (Alcorn 1983). 
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Several dominant resistance genes (Rp for resistance to P. sorghi) with 
numerous different alleles have been identified (Hooker 1978) for common rust. 
Resistance to southern leaf blight was determined to be controlled by a single 
recessive gene designated rhm for resistance to H. maydis (Smith and Hooker 
1973). 
Transposable elements are segments of DNA capable of moving from one 
position to another in the genome (transposition). Since the elucidation of the 
transposition phenomena by McClintock (1946,1947), transposable elements 
have been an important area of research. Transposon tagging has been widely 
xised to clone genes after the initial exploitation of this approach in cloning the 
white locus in Drosophila (Bingham et al. 1981). Many genes have been cloned 
and molectalarly characterized in maize (Doring 1989; Gierl and Saedler 1992) as 
well as in other organisms. 
The objectives of this dissertation are: 
1. to label all 20 chromosome arms of maize with the En transposable 
element; 
2. to elucidate the basis of the 'state' of mutable pattern expression of three 
jB/i-mutable alleles at the intronless A2 locus; 
3. to study instabiUty at, and transposon tag, the Rpl locus; 
4. to analyse the inheritance of resistance to Bipolaris maydis. 
Results of the molecular analysis of En. states at the A2 locus and 
chromosome labeling are reported. Progress in transposon tagging of Rpl and the 
results of instability study of Rpl are presented. Evidence is also reported that 
supports a two-gene model for resistance to B. maydis instead of monogenic 
resistance documented earlier (Smith and Hooker 1973). 
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Literature Review 
Literature pertaining to chromosome labeling and resistance to Bipolaris 
maydis has been reviewed in depth in Chapters 2, 5 and 6. This aspect is not 
repeated in this review. 
Common rust Common rust is caused by the fungus Puccinia sorghi Schew. 
and is a disease affecting commercial field com in most parts of the world. 
Because of this, there has been intensive effort to examine the inheritance of 
resistance for several decades. This has contributed to the understanding of 
resistance to this disease and to the effort to secure this resistance gene for 
molecular analysis. A study of resistance to this disease was initiated in 1918 at 
Lafayette, Indiana (Mains 1931). A number of lines from three open-pollinated 
cultivars, Golden Glow, Golden Rod and Howling Mob were foxmd to contain 
individuals highly resistant to rust (Mains et al. 1924). Mains (1931) studied the 
inheritance of this resistance. He crossed the resistant individuals with 
susceptible sibling lines within the same cultivars. All F2's from these crosses 
showed segregation ratios that fit 3 resistant: 1 susceptible and all backcrosses 
showed 1 resistant: 1 susceptible, indicating that one dominant gene was 
responsible for resistance in these resistant selections. The dominant resistance 
allele was later designated Rpl (Hooker and Russell 1962). Mains et al. (1924) 
also studied relationships between this dominant resistance factor with several 
other vinrelated Mendehan factors. No linkage was found between rust resistance 
and these factors. 
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Rhoades (1935) located this resistance factor to the short arm of chromosome 
10 (lOS) using the following two approaches. She jBrst treated pollen from 
Rpl IRpl plants with X-rays and pollinated susceptible plants (rpi /rpl) with the 
treated pollen. All F1 plants were expected to be resistant {Rpl /rpl) unless X-ray 
induced mutations affected the dominant factor. A number of susceptible plants 
were obtained and four of them showed the same chromosome aberrations, 
terminal deficiencies involving lOS. This suggested that this factor was located in 
this arm. Secondly, she verified the X-ray result with trisomic analysis. She 
crossed different susceptible trisomic lines {rpl /rpl Irpl) by pollen from normal 
disomic resistant plants {Rpl IRpl) and the Fl's were backcrossed to susceptible 
plants {rpl /rpl). The backcrosses would normally yield a 1 resistant: 1 
susceptible ratio imless the resistance factor was located on the trisomic 
chromosome. In the latter case, a ratio of 1 resistant: 2 susceptible wotdd result 
due to the higher dosage of rpl of the trisomic line. With these two approaches 
she located the dominant factor to the distal part of chromosome arm lOS. 
Hooker and Russell (1962) pointed out that there are two types of resistance 
to rust in maize. The first t3rpe is called protoplasmic resistance that has effects 
in the seedling and persists through the adult stage. The second type is an adidt-
plant resistance effective only in the adult stage. According to this classification, 
the type of resistance analysed in this study is the protoplasmic t3T)e. 
Russell and Hooker (1959) studied resistance to rust in six inbred lines. They 
crossed all six lines to a universally susceptible line, B14. The F1 and F2 of these 
crosses showed that resistance in all of the six inbred lines was controlled by a 
single dominant gene. Resistant x resistant crosses among the six inbred lines 
indicated that the resistance genes in these lines were in an allelic series or at 
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different loci that were closely linked by distances less than 5%. Reactions of 
these lines to different isolates revealed three different alleles which were 
designated (in line GG208R), Rpi^ (in B38) andRp^ (in K148). 
A further study by Hooker and Russell (1962) employing Fl, F2, F3 and BCl 
of new resistant sources with either of two imiversally susceptible lines, B14 and 
M14, led to the designation of alleles Rp^ (in Cuzco), Rp^ (in B49) and Rp^ (in 
PI172332). The Rp locus on the short Eirm of chromosome 10 was later 
designated Rpl when a second major resistance gene Rp3 was discovered (Hooker 
1962). The designations of the six Rpl alleles were thus changed sequentially 
from Rp^ to Rp^, to RplA to RplF. 
Seven more Rpl alleles were imcovered in inbred Unes 558, 83,197,189, 212, 
559 and 193 and were designated from RplG to RplM, (Hagan and Hooker 1965). 
The 14th allele of Rpl, RplN, was identified by Wilkinson and Hooker (1968) in 
inbred hne BZU20. More alleles at this locus would probably have been discovered 
if these studies were continued since these alleles were based on different 
reactions of inbred Lines to different rust isolates. The more combinations of 
inbred lines with rust isolates to be studied, the more alleles to be discovered. No 
further studies were conducted. 
Several more genes conferring resistance to rust were later identified and 
located on different chromosomes or different parts on the same chromosome 
where Rpl resides. A second major gene in rust resistance was Rp3 that was 
fotmd in Australian inbreds 25, NN14 and M16 (Hooker 1963). The symbol rp2 
had been used for a recessive rust resistance gene in a sweet com inbred 13-b in 
Argentina (Hooker 1962). Rp3 assorted independently ofRplC and was mapped 
to chromosome 3,11.7% to the newly located wx locus, using translocation T3-9c 
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(Hooker and Russell 1964; Patterson et al. 1968a). Six alleles of Rp3 were 
identified (Wilkinson and Hooker 1968). Rp4 and Rp5 were found in South 
American inbred hnes 185 and 191, respectively (Hagan and Hooker 1965). Rp5 
was shown to be closely linked to Rpl on chromosome 10 (Hagan and Hooker 
1965). Rp4 was later mapped to the short arm of chromosome 4 (Patterson et al. 
1968b). Rp4 were shown to have two different alleles, Rp4A and Rp4B (Wilkinson 
and Hooker 1968). 
The last designated resistance gene to be uncovered was Rp6 that is closely 
linked to Rpl and Rp5 on chromosome 10 (Wilkinson and Hooker 1968). Hulbert 
et al. (1991) reported a new resistance gene with P. sorghi isolates fi"om Africa. 
This gene segregated independently of Rpl and showed a reaction to rust isolates 
distinct from Rp3 and Rp4, though no linkage study was carried out with the latter 
genes. Resistance conditioned by recessive genes, rpa, rp^ and rpc was also 
reported (Malm and Hooker 1961) 
Instability studies of resistance genes Saxena and Hooker (1964) were the 
first to propose that the Rpl locus has a complex structure. They used the 
progeny of a cross between homozygous resistant {Rpl I Rpl) hnes per se and 
studied crossover fi'equencies between different resistance alleles. A cross 
between homozygous resistant and the recessive (rpl I rpl) was used as control. 
Crosses between RplA and RplK and between RplG and RplL yielded 
susceptible seedlings at frequencies significantly higher than the control, 
indicating that crossovers, in addition to mutations, occurred between these 
alleles. 
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Saxena and Hooker (1968) continued to study this phenomenon more 
extensively and found that five out seven crosses, RplC xRplK, RplB xRplF 
and RplA xRplC, in addition to the two above-mentioned combinations, yielded 
significantly more susceptible seedlings than the control with firequencies ranging 
fi-om 0.10% to 0.37%. RplD was the most stable allele (0.00042%), and in 
crossing with i2p2A andRplK, yielded susceptibles at firequencies equivalent to 
that of the control. RplD was the only allele resistant to all 59 rust isolates from 
the United States and Mexico (Hooker and LeRoiax 1957). 
Using RFLP markers closely linked to the Rpl locus, Hrdbert and Bennetzen 
(1991) studied recombination between resistance Rpl alleles at the molecular 
level. They analysed 14 alleUc combinations, for 10 of which marker exchange 
data were obtained. They foiind that for all but one, susceptible seedlings from 
testcross progeny of resistant x resistant were associated with a marker 
exchange. Therefore, these susceptible seedlings were the resxalt of recombination 
between different resistance alleles. Surprisingly, even with the RplA allele per 
se, marker exchange was detected in its susceptible progeny which was at a 
frequency of 0.11%. This study not only proved that crossovers indeed occur 
between alleles of Rpl, but also provided the linear order of some alleles on lOS. 
Interestingly, Rp5 was located to the internal part of the originally defined Rpl 
locus (Hulbert and Bennetzen 1991). In a similar marker exchange analysis, 
Sudupak et al (1993) found five recombinational events out of ten thousand 
seedlings screened fi'om the testcross progeny of a line homozygous for the RplJ 
allele, and 20 recombinational events out of six thousand seedlings for the RplG 
allele. They concluded that meiotic instability at the RplJ and RplG alleles is 
caused by tmequal exchange within the alleles. 
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Instability of Rpl derives theoretically from the complex and repetitive 
structure of this gene. The distal region of lOS is composed of a large number of 
alleles or closely linked genes, including 14 originally identified alleles at Rpl, Rp5, 
Rp6 and Rpp9 (resistance to P. polysora, Ullstrup 1965). Complexity in structure 
has been reported for other plant resistance genes such as the Mia locus of barley 
(Wise and EUingboe 1985), and is analogous to the MHC loci in moxise (Dangl 
1992). 
Instability at the Rpl locus has also been studied in transposon laden lines. 
With eight of nine alleles tested in Ac-Ds laden lines, Piyor found that mutation 
rates ranged from 1.5 x 10-^ for RplD to 7 x 10-3 for RplG (Pryor 1987a, 1987b), 
In this study, RplM was the most stable allele which yielded no mutants out of 11 
thousand seedlings screened. RplD was the next most stable allele. A mutation 
rate of 8.2 x 10-3 was found between RplC-RplK, apparently indicating 
recombination between the two alleles. However, no element-free experiments 
were conducted. 
Bennetzen et al. (1988) compared frequencies of mutation associated with 
several Rpl alleles in both standard (no Mutator) and Mutator backgroimds. They 
found RplD to be the most stable; no mutants were obtained with 11 thousand 
seedMngs screened in the standard backgroimd. With RplE, RplF, RplG, RplK 
and RplL in standard backgroimd mutation rates ranged from 9.6 x lO'^ to 1.9 x 
10-3. RplK in the Mutator background yielded several times more susceptible 
mutants than in the standard backgroimd. Mutation of RplF in the Mutator 
backgroimd was almost one order higher than in the standard background. 
Instability was also reported for the Rp3 locus on chromosome 3. Two inbred 
lines, NN14 and M16, have a dominant Rp3 gene conferring resistance to P. 
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sorghi, race 901aba, and also a recessive gene conferring resistance to race 903a 
(Hooker and Saxena 1967). When the two hnes were crossed to a universal 
susceptible line B14, the F2 yielded all three segregation combinations of 
resistance to 901aba and 903a. The authors suspected that either the dominance 
oiRpS can be reversed (by different dosages) to condition recessive resistance or, 
there were two closely linked genes: a dominant gene conferring resistance to 
901aba and a recessive gene conferring resistance to 903a. A similar study 
carried out (Saxena and Hooker 1974) using ^ Zossj' 6 as a marker to test the 
hypothesis that Rp3 might have two components failed to detect any 
recombination within the locus. 
Transposable elements Transposable elements are segments of DNA that 
are capable of moving from one position to another in the genome (transposition). 
They are found xmiversally. Among plants, transposable element expression 
shows diverse pattern phenotypes. It is the basis of these pattern phenotypes 
that this chapter is concerned with. Transposable elements were first discovered 
and explained in detail by Barbara McClintock in the 1940's in studying the 
breakage-fusion-bridge cycle in maize (McCUntock 1945). In these studies she 
made a series of crosses and observed chromatin loss events. The lost segments 
were not random but preferentially included the distal two-thirds of the short arm 
of chromosome 9, on which the loci Wd (wd, white seedling), C-I, Bz and Wx reside 
(McClintock 1946). The breakage site, from which the distal part of the arm 
dissociated, was termed Ds for Dissociation (McClintock 1947). Ds breakage 
events occiured only in the presence of a second factor, which in turn was termed 
the Activator (Ac) because it activated the Ds breakage (McClintock 1947). 
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Later, Peterson (1953) found a pg-m (pale-green mutable) mutant that originated 
from material following the explosion of the Bikini bomb. A stable pale-green 
derivative {pg-s) was foimd. This stable allele became xonstable in the presence of 
another factor. This factor was named the Enhancer {En) because it enhanced 
the pg-s to pg-m mutation. The stable derivative was inhibited by a factor named 
the Inhibitor or the I element (Peterson 1961). Later, En was proved to be 
homologous genetically (Peterson 1965) and molecularly (Masson et al. 1987) to 
another element, Spm, independently isolated by McClintock (1954). 
Basic features of transposable elements The most prominent feature of 
transposable elements are their terminal inverted repeats (TIRs, Fedoroff et al. 
1983; Schwarz-Sommer et al. 1984; Pereira et al. 1985,1986; Gierl and Saedler 
1992). These TIRs are essential for recognition by the transposase, which is 
required for transposition (Gierl et al. 1988; Masson et al. 1987). Several common 
motifs in the form of 12-bp direct or indirect repeats in the subterminal regions of 
the En I Spm elements are also reqtaired for effective transposition in transgenic 
tobacco systems (Gierl et al. 1985,1988). Subterminal regions are also required 
for the excision of Ac (Coupland et al. 1988). A second characteristic of 
transposable elements is that they have open reading frames, at least one of 
which encodes the transposase reqtaired for transposition (Gierl et al. 1988; Frey et 
al. 1990; Fedoroff et al. 1983; Kunze et al. 1987). An additional feature of 
transposable elements is the target site duplications (TSDs), which are a few 
base-pair duplications created in the target sequence upon integration of 
transposable elements (Schwarz-Sommer et al. 1984; Fedoroff et al. 1983; Sachs 
etal. 1983). 
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Functionally, transposable elements can be classified into two categories: 
autonomous elements and non-autonomous elements. Autonomous elements 
(regulatory elements) encode the fimctional transposase and are capable of 
activating transposition. Non-autonomous elements (receptor elements, reporter 
alleles) are usually deletion derivatives of the autonomous counterparts and they 
have lost the function of encoding the transposase. They can transpose only upon 
activation by the transposase encoded by the autonomous elements (Fedoroff et 
al. 1983; Gierl et at. 1985; Pereira et al. 1985). Non-autonomous elements can 
only be activated by certain autonomous elements. These corresponding 
autonomous and non-autonomous elements constitute families or systems. At 
least 10 such systems have been identified in maize (Peterson 1986,1987). 
Transposition events in maize are visualized mostly with genes in the 
anthocyanin pathway. These genes condition pigmentation in the aleurone and 
pericarp of the plant. Generally, integration of tranposable elements into or at 
these genes results in loss of pigmentation whereas excision of the elements fi-om 
the genes restores pigmentation. This provides a very convenient assay for 
transposition. Many studies on the movement of transposable elements have 
been pursued with this assay (Greenblatt 1968,1974; Chen et al. 1992; Dooner 
and Belachew 1989; Peterson 1970; Nowick and Peterson 1981). 
Transposition is a feature associated with transposable elements, whereas 
chromosome breakage, the phenomenon that helped McClintock discover 
transposable elements (McClintock 1946,1947) is not an intrinsic characteristic 
of transposable elements. Chromosome breakage in Ac-Ds hnes is caused by a 
special structure c£illed "double Ds structure" (Ralston et al. 1989; Doring et al. 
1989; Weil and Wessler 1993). The EnlSpm element system was also reported to 
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cause loss of multiple markers (Cormack and Peterson 1994). Transposable 
elements have also been reported to induce mutations that are prestimably 
unrelated to transpositions directly (Robertson and Stinard 1987; Robertson et al. 
1994; Chang and Peterson 1995a). 
Transposition releases the function of the controlled gene and results in 
reversion sectors, both germinal (reversion in the gamete formation lineage) and 
somatic (reversion in zygotic stages). A certain allele xmder the control of a 
transposable element expresses a certain characteristic variegation pattern as 
defined by the size (timing) and ntmiber (frequency) of variegated sectors. 
Derivatives with heritable changes in timing and frequency of sectors from a 
progenitor allele can be constantly isolated. These heritable changes have been 
termed "change of state" by McClintock (1948,1949) in her study with Ac/Ds 
(McClintock 1946, 1947) chromosomal breakage events. Variegation patterns 
are mostly visualized as colored spots on maize kernels if the controlled locus (e.g., 
A2) is a fimctional gene in the anthocyanin pathway that is responsible for 
pigmentation in maize aleurone, pericarp as well as in other plant parts. The 
basis of expression of 'states' of autonomous elements is examined within the 
single exon of the A2 gene. 
Transposon tagging Transposable elements have significant value in 
evolution of organisms (Schwarz-Sommer et al. 1985), in genetic studies, in plant 
breeding, and in gene tagging (Peterson 1986). Integration of transposable 
elements into genes creates novel phenotj^es that can be readily identified. The 
transposable elements can then be used as gene tags in the isolation of the 
mutated genes. 
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This procedure, called transposon tagging, was first exploited in cloning the 
white locus in Drosophila (Bingham et al. 1981). The initial application of this 
approach in maize was made to clone the bz locus with Ac (Fedoroff al. 1984). 
Since then many maize genes have been cloned in this way. These include Al 
(O'Reilly et al. 1985), A2 (Menssen et al. 1990), CI (Paz-Ares et al. 1986; Cone et 
al. 1986), C2 (Wienand et al. 1986), P (Lechelt et al. 1989), Bzl (Fedoroff et al. 
1984), Bz2 (Theres et al. 1987; McLaughlin and Walbot 1987), 02 (Schmidt et al. 
1987; Motto et al. 1988), R (Dellaporta et al. 1988), Vpl (McCarty et al. 1989a, b), 
Sh2 (Bhave et al. 1990), Y1 (Buckner et al. 1990), Btl (Sullivan et al. 1991), Hml 
(Johal and Briggs 1992), Ael (Stinard et al. 1993), Ts2 (DeLong et al. 1993), mfl 
(Arts et al. 1994), Knl (Hake et al. 1989), hcf-106 (Martienssen et al. 1989), Anl 
(Bensen et al. 1995), and sul (James et al 1995). 
Transposon tagging has also been substantially used in Antirrhinum (Gierl and 
Saedler 1992) and in tagging genes in heterologous systems (Chuck et al. 1993; 
WhithameiaZ. 1994). 
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1. DIFFERENTIAL INSERTIONS OF THE En TRANSPOSABLE 
ELEMENT ARE RELATED TO SOMATIC VARIEGATION PATTERNS 
AT THE MAIZE A2 LOCUS 
A paper to be subraitted to Moleciolar and General Genetics 
Ru-Ying Chang, Svirinder Chopra, Thonaias A. Peterson, Peter A. Peterson 
Abstract 
Transposable elements cause characteristic germinal and somatic reversion 
patterns to defined alleles. Heritable changes in timing and frequency of 
reversions, which have been termed "change of state" by McChntock, constantly 
arise. Several mechanisms were proposed to account for these changes. Among 
them are the composition hypothesis and the position hypothesis. Three 
autonomous JS/i-controlled mutable alleles at the maize A2 locus, which show 
different somatic reversion patterns, were analysed for insertion positions in the 
current study. A relation is observed between En insertion positions in the single 
coding region of the intronless A2 gene and anthocyanin variegation patterns in 
the aleurone. An insertion in the 5' region of the coding sequence produced a very 
late somatic variegation pattern, whereas two early variegation patterns are 
caused by En insertions in the 3' region of the coding sequence. 
Key words: En, A2, maize, change of state 
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Introduction 
The En 11 (Enhancer/Inhibitor) transposable element system of maize was 
first identified as it induced a pale-green mutable (pg-m) phenotype on maize 
leaves (Peterson 1953). This system was subsequently shown functionally 
(Peterson 1965) and molecularly (Pereira et al 1986; Masson et al 1987) to be 
identical to another independently isolated Spm (Suppressor/mutator) system 
(McClintock 1954). Transposable elements have characteristic somatic and 
germinal reversion patterns (timing and frequency of reversion) at defined 
mutable alleles. However, derivatives are constantly isolated that have heritably 
altered reversion patterns (termed "change of state", McChntock 1948). It was 
proposed that change of state was caused by changes in compositions of the 
elements themselves (McClintock 1948; Peterson 1976), by insertion positions of 
the elements in the genes they controlled (Peterson 1976), or by methylation 
patterns of the transposable elements (Bennetzen 1987; Chandler and Walbot 
1986; Schwartz and Dennis 1986). 
The A2 gene is involved in the maize anthocyanin pathway. A dominant ^ 42 
allele conditions pigmented maize aleurone when other necessary, functional genes 
are present, whereas the recessive form of the gene conditions colorless maize 
aleurone. The A2 gene has been cloned and sequenced (Menssen et al 1990). It 
has a single open reading frame of 1185 base pairs (bp) and is devoid of introns. 
The A2 gene encodes a putative protein of 395 amino acids, which is specxilated to 
be a hydroxylase in the anthocyanin pathway (Menssen et al 1990). 
A number of autonomously mutable alleles at the A2 gene were isolated 
previously from independent En transposition events from a single En element at 
the Ai locus (Peterson 1977). Three of the mutable alleles (,a2-inll511, a2-
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m68140, a2-m78018) have strikingly different spotting patterns (different states) 
of very fine and very coarse spots on colorless backgrounds in the aleurone layer. 
When tested against a common standard tester allele, al-m(r)102b, all three 
alleles produced the same spotting pattern as did the progenitor En element, 
indicating that these alleles harbored a standard En with the same transposase 
function (Peterson 1977,1978). It was hypothesized that the different states of 
the three alleles were a result of different insertion positions of the En element at 
the A2 locus (Peterson 1977). Since A2 is devoid of introns, it is interesting to 
examine whether the position hjrpothesis for these different states of mutable 
pattern expression is applicable in the intronless gene. The present report is to 
document the result of a molecular analysis of the three ^ 42 mutable alleles, which 
provide support for the position hypothesis for different states at this locus. The 
importance of this finding in context of the intronless A2 gene is discussed. 
Materials and Methods 
Maize Genetic Stocks 
The mutable alleles, a2-mll511, a2-m68140 and a2-m78018, originated as 
single-kernel events in isolation plots in 1960,1965 and 1966, respectively 
(Peterson 1978). These isolation plots consisted of the same female of a W22 
color converted line with all necessary homozygous dominant color genes except at 
the A2 locus, which was heterozygous Ai lal-m. The al-m allele had an 
autonomous En element at the Al locus. The pollen tester was a2a2btbt. 
subsequent genetic tests showed that all these alleles were En-autonomously 
controlled and, when tested against a common standard En tester allele, al-
m(r)102b, showed similar spotting patterns, indicating the transposase of the 
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elements in these alleles expressed a similar phenotype (Peterson 1977). 
DNA Isolation 
DNA was isolated from approximately 10 seedlings heterozygoiis for a2-m {a2-
mla2) at the 3-4-leaf stage. Whole seedlings were cut, bulked and fast-frozen on 
dry ice. Leaf samples were ground in a coffee blender with dry ice. DNA was 
extracted using the procedure described by Dellaporta (1994) with the addition of a 
phenol: chloroform : isoamyl alcohol (24 : 24 :1) extraction step before 
precipitating the DNA. 
Probe Preparation 
A pUC9 plasmid containing the 1.6 kb EcoRI fragment of A2 cDNA (Menssen 
et al 1990) was kindly provided by Dr. A. Gierl (University of Munich, Germany). 
The plasmid was cut with EcoRI, gel fractionated and the ~1.6 kb A2 band was 
purified with Micropure Separators (Amicon). The probe was random-hexamer 
labeled with a-32p dCTP using an oligo labeling kit (Phamacia) in conditions 
specified by the manufacturer. 
PGR Analvsis 
A total of four 20-mer primers were designed as shown in Figure 1-1. The 
primers were synthesized commercially by DNA Sequencing and Synthesis 
Facility, Iowa State University. PCRs (polymerase chain reactions) were 
performed on a PTC-100 thermal cycler (MJ Research, Inc.) in the following 
conditions: 5 |iL of lOX PGR reaction buffer, 5 |iL of 25 mM MgGl2 (2.5 roM), 2 |iL 
of 10 mM dNTPs for each dNTP, ~100 ng of DNA sample, 1 |iL of each primer (20 
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pM), 34 |iL of dH20 and 0.5 |xL of Tag polymerase (2.5 units, Promega). Reactions 
were run for 35 cycles with each cycle composed of 1 minute of denaturation at 
94°C, 1.5 minutes of annealing at 58°C and 2 minutes of polymerization at 72°C. 
Cloning and Sequence Analysis 
Cloning of PCR-amplijBed fragments was done using the pTTBlue T-vector kit 
(Novagen) using conditions specified by the manufacturer. Transformed cells 
were grown in LB medium and then plated on LB plates containing X-gal, 
ampicillin and IPTG. The resulting white or light blue colonies were streaked to 
new LB plates. Colony hybridization with the A2 probe was performed to identify 
positive clones. Plasmid DNA from positive clones was prepared for sequence 
analysis. DNA sequences were analysed commercially using automated 
dideoxynucleotide chain termination method by DNA Sequencing and S3mthesis 
(Applied Biosystems) Facility, Iowa State University. 
Results 
Description of the a2-m Alleles 
The three A2 mutable alleles were the result of independent events of 
insertions originating from the same En element (Peterson 1977). When tested on 
a standard En tester, al-m(r)102b, the three alleles showed the same variegation 
pattern (Figure 1-2) suggesting that the En elements that caused the mutable 
phenotypes had the same transposase phenotype. However, the three 
autonomous alleles express strikingly different variegation patterns at the A2 
locus (refer to Figure 1-3). The a2-m68140 allele shows very fine and frequent 
spots on a colorless background. This fine variegation pattern represents very 
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late and frequent somatic reversions. In contrast, the a2-mll511 and the a2-
m78018 alleles show large sectors of dark areas on a colorless background. These 
variegation patterns represent early somatic reversions. The latter two alleles 
have relatively less frequent reversions. 
PGR Amplification and Cloning of En-A2 Junction Fragments 
To molecularly test the position hj^othesis, we decided to clone and sequence 
the junction fragments of En insertions and A2 to determine the exact insertion 
positions in the A2 gene. Four 20-mer primers were designed, two of En and two of 
A2 (Figure 1-1). The two En primers were designed to point outward fi'om the 
terminal parts of En into the A2 gene, whereas the two A2 primers to point inward 
into the gene. The junction fragments should be ampUfiable with at least one two-
primer combination of the four. Positive PGR amplified bands for these alleles 
were cloned and sequenced. 
Sequence Analysis of En-A2 Junction Fragments 
All three En-A2 jionction fragments were sequenced. Sequence data showed 
that En was inserted within the coding region of A2 in all three cases. Figure 1-3 
shows the exact insertion positions of En within A2 and their restdting somatic 
variegation patterns. 
A correlation is seen between the positions of the insertions and the 
variegation patterns. In the a2-m68140 allele, En inserted in the 5' region of A2, 
between base pairs 178 and 179. This insertion resulted in a very fine and 
frequent variegation pattern. The coarse variegation pattern expressed by the 
a2-mll511 allele was caused by the En insertion at the 3' end of the coding region 
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(between base pairs 1211 and 1212, 21 bp away from the TGA translation stop 
codon). The coarse-spotted a2-m78018 allele was conditioned by an En element 
inserted 245 bp more inward from the a2-mll511 insertion site, but still toward 
the 3' end of the A2 coding region. 
Orientation of En with Respect to A2 
The correct PGR products were obtained either with primers A2-1 and En-1 
(ja2-m68140) or with A2-2 and En-2 (a2-mll511, a2-m78018). As can be seen in 
Figure 1-3, the orientation of the En elements is the same in the three alleles and 
is in the same transcription direction as the A2 gene. 
Discussion 
Hypotheses for "Change of State" 
Transposable elements can, on the one hand, suppress gene fianctions as their 
insertions into genes block normal transcription of the genes. On the other hand, 
they can elicit mutations at the controlled loci as they transpose away and release 
the genes' ftmction. These two properties of transposable elements have been 
elucidated most thoroughly with the Spm system (McClintock 1954). A certain 
allele under the control of a transposable element expresses a characteristic 
variegation pattern as defined by the size (timing) and number (frequency) of 
variegated sectors. Derivatives with heritable changes in timing and frequency of 
sectors from a progenitor allele can be routinely isolated. These heritable changes 
have been termed "change of state" by McClintock (1948,1949) in her study with 
Ac IDs (McClintock 1946, 1947) chromosomal breakage events. 
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C3^osine methylation within a transposable element affects the function of the 
transposable element as has been demonstrated with the Mutator elements {Mu, 
Robertson 1978; Bennetzen 1987; Chandler and Walbot 1986), and thus, may 
affect the "change of state". Two more common mechanisms have previously 
been proposed (Peterson 1976) to account for the more complicated situations of 
changes of states. One is the composition hypothesis and the other, the position 
hypothesis. Much evidence has been accumulated for both hypotheses over the 
years. 
The composition hypothesis states that changes in base or sequence 
composition of a transposable element may result in new states relative to the 
progenitor allele. Internal deletions of either autonomous or non-autonomous 
elements are responsible for many change-of-state events at several loci including 
Bzl (Nelson and Klein 1984; Bunkers et al 1993; Schiefelbein et al 1985), Al 
(Masson et al 1987; Schwarz-Sommer et al 1985, 1987; Tacke et al 1986), and A2 
(Menssen et al 1990). In some cases, different expression levels in different alleles 
were foxmd to be the result of altered RNA processing (Raboy et al 1989). 
The position h3npothesis states that pattern differences are due to the effects 
of insertion positions of transposable elements in a gene and these cis sequences 
influence pattern expression. Brink and Williams (1973) documented 26 
reconstituted mutable R-nj alleles (reinsertions of transposed Modulator or Mp 
element into the R-nj allele). Whereas the Mp element was shown genetically to 
be identical to the progenitor element, these 26 mutable alleles exhibited a wide 
spectrum of aleurone spotting patterns at the R locus. They proposed that 
variations in spotting patterns were caused by Mp insertions at different positions 
in the R-nj allele. Insertion positions of the I element in the Al gene were 
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suspected to be the cause for several al-m2 alleles which harbored the SEune I 
element (Schwarz-Sommer et al 1987). Differences in insertion positions were 
also found to be the sole reason that caused differential phenotypic expressions of 
the wx-m7 (Miiller-Neuman et al 1984) and the wx-m9 (Pohlman et al 1984) 
alleles, which contain almost identical autonomous Ac elements. Possibilities of 
differences in genetic backgrounds or effects of modifier genes were also ruled out 
in this case (Heinlein 1995). Intragenic transpositions have been attributed to 
cause different variegation patterns at the P locus (Peterson, T 1990; Athma et al 
1992; Moreno et al 1992) and the Wic locus (Weil et al 1992). More thorough 
studies have correlated insertion positions with the states of mutable alleles at 
the P locus (Athma et al 1992; Moreno et al 1992), the Wx locus (Weil et al 1992) 
and the R locus (Alleman and Kermicle 1993). In essence, element insertions in 
introns and untranslated leader regions lead to earlier somatic reversions, whereas 
insertions in exons lead to later somatic reversions. Except in occasional cases, 
orientation of elements did not correlate with somatic variegation patterns, 
though it may cause different degrees of background pigmentation (Moreno et al 
1992). 
Current Results Are Consistent with the Position Hvpothesis 
The three A2 mutable alleles used in this study have been documented by 
Peterson (1977). Tests have shown that the mutability at these alleles is 
autonomously controlled (Peterson 1977). They show strikingly different spotting 
patterns. Because these alleles showed similar spotting patterns when tested 
against the same En receptor allele, al-m(r)102b (Peterson 1977), The En 
elements in these alleles should not differ in compositions at least in the coding 
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region for the transposase. The excisions oiEn of these three alleles as expressed 
by the heavy spotting patterns indicate that there are no major changes in the 
TIRs, and possibly the subterminal repeats, of the En elements. The effects of 
methylation can be excluded. First, in the situation of outcross to al-m(r)102b, 
there was no effect of methylation, or the En elements in these alleles might be 
equally methylated, as shown by the similar spotting patterns. Second, 
methylation can also be excluded based on the vmiform expression throughout the 
kernel whereas in the case of methylation, expressions are tissue related (Dash 
and Peterson 1994). Because they are maintained in the same genetic 
backgroxmd (inbred line W22, Peterson 1978), the possibility of differential 
methylation in these alleles may also be eliminated. This study has shown that 
the En elements in these alleles are also in the same orientation and in the same 
direction as the A2 transcription unit. The only difference attributable to the 
differential variegation patterns is the different insertion positions of the En 
elements in the A2 gene. Therefore, it seems reasonable that different insertion 
positions resulted in the three different states of the En element. 
One novel feature of A2 is that this gene does not contain introns. Whereas 
different states have been correlated with insertion positions in exons versus in 
introns and 5' leader sequences at other loci (Athma et al 1992; Moreno et al 1992; 
Weil et al 1992; Alleman and Kermicle 1993), insertions in these three alleles are 
all in the single coding region of A2. Yet, there is a good correlation between 
insertion positions and variegation patterns: late variegation pattern with an 
insertion in the 5' region and earlier variegation patterns with insertions in the 3' 
region of the coding sequence. 
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Explanations for the Current Results 
The mechanism underlying this correlation is not known though some 
speculation can be provided. First, the mechanism might lie at the transcription 
step. This explanation will require that the structure of the A2 gene to have 
polarity. Secondary structures at the 5' side should be more complicated than 
that at the 3' side as to more readily provide a hindrance for the transposase 
function to excise the element from the gene. Structural studies of the A2 gene 
vwll provide clues on this point. Secondly, the 5' and 3' sequences may pose 
different constraints over excision of the elements. Lastly, the dSpm element in 
the a2-ml allele (state II) has been shown to be co-transcribed with the A2 gene 
and subsequently spHced from the heteromeric transcript (Menssen et al 1990). 
The 5' and 3' sequences or secondary structures may pose different levels of 
constraints on splicing of the elements. Whether this explanation holds true or 
whether the elements in the three alleles are also co-transcribed and sphced will 
require transcription and sphcing studies. 
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A1 primers 
5' 
A2-1 
En primers 
5' 
A2-2 
En-2 
3' 
3' 
En-1 
A2-1; 5'-TGGGGTGGTAGCTGGCTCGT-3', positions -156 to -137 
A2-2: 5'-TTTTTCTCGTAGTAACGTAG-3', positions 1357 to 1338 
En-1: 5'-TAACTGACACTCCTTTGACG-3', positions 33 to 14 
En-2: 5'-GACACTCCTTACCTTTTTTC-3', positions 8260 to 8279 
Figure 1-1. Positions, directions and sequences of the four primers used to 
ampHfy th.e En insertion jtmction fragments with A2 sequences. 
Primers above the lines are in the 5' ~> 3' direction and are 
sequences on the coding strands, whereas those below the Unes are in 
3' ~> 5' direction and are sequences on the template strands. 
Figure 1-2. Verification of the autonomous En status in the three A2 mutable 
alleles a2-mll511, a2-m68140, and a2-m78018 by testing with the 
common standard En tester, al-m(r)102b (Peterson 1977). The 
same spotting pattern (Only the spotting pattern of a2-mll511 is 
shown) expressed by all three alleles indicates that the En elements 
in these alleles are functionally identical. 
En-2 
En-1 
En En-2 
En 
En 
1211 
CGCCA 
1212 
CGAGC 
A2-1 179 
ACCTG 
178 
CTTGQ 
967 
AGCGT 
966 
ACACC A2-2 
ATG 
48 -200 1462 
a2-m78Q18 
Figure 1-3. En insertion positions in the A2 gene. The thick, horizontal line represents A2; the triangles 
represent insertions. The positions are indicated relative to the A2 transcription start 
site (-fl). Nucleotide sequences below the triangles indicate the exact positions of En. 
Photos show the variegation pattern each insertion conditions. The 5' ~> 3' direction and 
nucleotide numbers are the same as shown for A2 (Menssen et al 1990). Primers that 
amplified the corresponding alleles and their directions are shown as arrowheads. 
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2. CHROMOSOME LABELING WITH TRANSPOSABLE ELEMENTS 
IN MAIZE 
A paper published in Theoretical and Applied Genetics ^2 
Ru-Ying Chang and Peter A. Peterson^ 
Abstract 
Transposable elements randomly insert into a targeted locus at a frequency of 
10"® to 10-5. The En element has been shown in previous studies to transpose 
more frequently into closely linked sites. Thus, it is appropriate to place an En 
element onto each of the 20 chromosome arms in maize to maximize tagging 
efficiency. This is called chromosome labehng for tagging purposes with 
transposons. After a chromosome arm has been labeled with a transposon, genes 
residing in that arm will have a greater chance to be tagged by a transposon. To 
date, all the maize chromosome arms have been labeled with at least one of five 
JB;i-containing alleles. The elements were Hnked to the arms by using reciprocal 
translocations. The usage of the arm-labeled Unes is discussed in the context of 
gene tagging. 
Key words: En, transposable elements, chromosome labeling, gene tagging, maize 
^ Reprinted with permission from Theoretical and Applied Genetics 1994, 87:650-656. Copyright © 
1994 of Theoretical and Applied Genetics. 
2 Journal paper No. 15224 of the Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station, Ames, 
Iowa; Project No. 3072. 
^ Correspondence to; Peter A. Peterson 
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Introduction 
Transposable elements have been successfully used for gene tagging and 
subsequent gene cloning in maize (Shepherd 1988; Doring 1989). Many genes in 
maize have been cloned through this technique after the first usage in cloning the 
bz locus of maize with Ac (Fedoroff et al. 1984). Transposon tagging is based on 
the insertion of a transposable element into a gene. Transposable elements 
randomly insert into a specific locus at a fi*equency of 10'® to 10-5 (Peterson 1963, 
1978). A total of approximately one himdred thousand to one million individuals 
must be screened to search for a single insertional mutant. The screening is labor 
intensive and makes transposon tagging a formidable task. 
In previous studies (Peterson 1970; Nowick and Peterson 1981), the En 
transposable element was shown to insert more frequently into closely linked 
sites. This agrees with Greenblatt's Ac studies with the P-vv allele (Greenblatt 
1974). These findings establish the basis of the cvirrent study, designed to place 
an En element into each of the 20 maize chromosome arms with the assistance of 
reciprocal translocations. The chromosomes will be "labeled" or "marked" by the 
En element, hence the term, "chromosome labeling." After an arm has been 
labeled with an element, genes residing in the arm will have a greater chance of 
receiving an element's visitation, and, thus, be tagged more readily. In this way, 
chromosome labeling could considerably accelerate transposon tagging. To date, 
all the arms have been labeled, though not all the reconstructed arms are in a 
homozygous condition. 
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Materials and Methods 
Five jBn-containing alleles were vised in the labeling. They are listed in Table 2-
1. Each of these alleles contains an autonomous En/Spm element, inserted 
within an exon or intron of the locus, which conditions the mutability at the locus. 
These alleles were chosen on the basis of their high mutabihty (early and frequent 
transpositions) and smtable locations in the genome for ease of relocation. The 
high mutability is important for the ptirpose of tagging because a high excision 
rate of the donor allele results in more frequent insertions to nearby sites. 
Translocation stocks were obtained from the Maize Genetics Cooperation 
Stock Center. Twenty-three reciprocal translocations were used in this study. 
They are listed in Table 2-2. There were two major concerns in selecting the 
translocations: chromosomes involved and translocation break points (Btimham 
1962; Longley 1958). The specific translocations were critically selected so that 
all chromosome arms, and as much of a specific arm as possible, could be targeted 
by relocating the elements. Reciprocal A-A translocations are identified readily by 
virtue of the accompanjdng semisterility (Burnham 1962). Just before the 
anthers shed, pollen is checked for semisterility with a field microscope. The pollen 
grains of fertile plants are a normal type (round, milky and opaque), while those of 
plants with a translocation contain two kinds of pollen, a normal type and a sterile 
t3rpe (wrinkled, colorless or yellowish, and transparent). A pollen sample with 
approximately 1/2 normal; 1/2 sterile pollen grains is produced by a heterozygous 
translocation-carrying plant (Burnham 1962). 
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Results 
Labeling Chromosome Arms with Transposable Elements bv Use of Reciprocal 
Translocations 
The five 5?7i-containing alleles were linked to chromosome arms with the use of 
reciprocal translocations. Homologous pairing, followed by appropriate crossovers 
between the translocated segment and its cotmterpart, will enable the relocation 
of an En allele to a targeted arm. An example of the general scheme for labeling is 
shown in Figure 2-1, which illustrates the labeling of the long arm of chromosome 
2 with the a-m(papu) allele using T2-3d as the translocation. 
A line containing the a-m(papu) allele is first crossed with a specific reciprocal 
translocation Une, which has the A allele, corresponding to a-m(papu), yielding an 
F1 hybrid (Season 1 of Figure 2-1). At meiosis of this F1 hybrid, four types of 
gametes are formed; N a-m, T~A, N A, and T~a-m, (where a-m is an abbreviation 
of a-m(papu), and the ~ signal indicates the physical linkage between a 
translocation break point and an allele). These four genotypes can be 
differentiated by testing them with a recessive aja tester (Season 2 of Figure 2-1). 
The desirable T~a-m/N a progeny individuals can then be selected and isolated. 
The selected individuals (spotted kernel and semisterile pollen) are selfed to obtain 
homozygotes (Season 3 of Figure 2-1). The resulting spotted and fiiUy fertile 
offspring are selfed again and tested onaN a/N a tester to confirm their 
homozygous translocation status (Season 4 of Figure 2-lp). 
The cross of a plant with a labeled homozygote (a homozygous translocation) 
to N a/N a shotdd jrield all semisterile progeny because all the offspring will be 
heterozygous for the translocation. Similarly, when the same labeled homozygote 
is crossed to its parental, homozygous translocation line (Season 4 of Figure 2-ln), 
normal offspring are produced because the genetic information is balanced. There 
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are three criteria used for the verification of labeled homozygous plants: the two 
critical crosses and the mutability expression associated with the arm-labeled 
lines. For heterozygous labehng, semisterility and mutability are the two criteria 
used for verification. 
There are at least five arms (3L, 4L, 5S, 7S, and 9S) that already contain an 
En/Spm allele at a gene locus as shown in Table 2-1. The 15 chromosome-arms 
that lack an already established En element and 7S (that contains an En /Spm 
element at the Opaque-2 locus but not available in this lab at the start time) are 
targeted for labeling. The 16 targeted arms are labeled in this study with at least 
one En containing allele by using one, and sometimes two, translocations (Table 2-
3). 
Confirming the Homozvgous Labeled Arms 
Eight (IS, 2L, 2S, 6L, 6S, 7L, 8S, and lOL) of the 16 arms are made 
homozygous for their labehng status, whereas the other eight (IL, 3S, 4S, 5L, 7S, 
8L, and lOS) are heterozygous. The eight arms labeled in homozygous condition 
are crossed to plants with normal pollen. All offspring of these crosses showed 
semisterihty in pollen, confirming the homozygosity of the parents. Three 
translocations, T2-5 032-9, T3-10 036-15, and T4-6 033-16, for arms 2L, lOL, and 
6S, respectively, were also crossed to their original homozygous translocation 
lines, all of which produced normal offspring as expected. 
Double Labeling — An Example 
The labeling of chromosome arm 2L with a-m(papu) and a2-m55064 with T2-
3d and T2-5 032-9 is shown in Figure 2-2. The proximal 0.67 portion of 2L is 
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labeled with a-m(papu) linked to translocation T2-3d, while the distal 0.60 portion 
of 2L is labeled with a2-m55064 linked to T2-5 032-9. Using both translocations, 
the 2L arm is fully labeled with either a-m(papu) or a2-m55064. In fact, the 
portion between 0.40 and 0.67 is labeled twice, as shown in Figure 2. A very 
similar situation was also found with arm 7L, which was labeled with a-m(papu) 
and ivx-844 by using T3-7 6466 and T7-9 027-9. Similar complementary labehng 
was also designed for arms IS, 9L, and lOS, though the labeling condition of these 
arms had not been made homozygous. 
Discussion 
Transposable elements have significant value in genetic studies and plant 
breeding, especially in gene tagging (Peterson 1986) and in the evolution of 
organisms (Schwarz-Sommer et al. 1985). Element insertion in genes is readily 
identified by genetic analysis (Peterson 1981). The inserted element in any gene 
can serve as a genetic or molecular marker. This has been proven in several 
instances (Doring 1989). If the element has been cloned and characterized, as 
with En (Pereira et al. 1985) and Ac (Fedoroff et al. 1983), it is then available for 
use as a molecular probe in corresponding procedures. The gene can then be 
cloned when the inserted element is used as a probe (Peterson 1991). This gene-
rescue procedure, called "transposon tagging", is ideal for cloning genes that do not 
have identifiable transcripts used in classical cloning methods, especially when the 
confirmatory revertant is available. This transposon-tagging approach was first 
exploited by Bingham et al. (1981) in cloning the white locus in Drosophila. The 
initial application of this procedure in maize was made by Fedoroff et al. (1984) in 
cloning the bz locus with Ac. With the availability of Ac, and after the isolation of 
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other transposable elements, such as EnlSpm and Mu, many genes in maize 
have been cloned using transposon tagging. These include Ai (O'Reilly et al. 
1985), CI (Paz-Ares et al. 1986; Cone et al. 1986), C2 (Wienand et al. 1986), P 
(Lechelt et al. 1989), (Peterson and Schwartz 1986), Bz2 (Theres et al. 1987; 
McLaughlin and Walbot 1987), 02 (Schmidt et al. 1987; Motto et al. 1988), R 
(Dellaporta et al. 1988), Vp (McCarty et al. 1989a; 1989b), Sh2 (Bhave et al. 
1990), Y1 (Buckner et al. 1990), A2 (Menssen et al. 1990), Btl (Sullivan et al. 
1991), and Hml (Johal and Briggs 1992). 
The En transposable element system has been shown to transpose more 
frequently into closely linked sites (Peterson 1970; Nowick and Peterson 1981). 
Because a number of genes have an autonomously mutable En element (a locus 
with a functional element), this element is available for chromosome labeling. 
Thus, the En element is placed in linear continuity with the targeted gene in gene-
tagging strategy. This procedure, called chromosome labeling, was documented 
only recently (Dash and Peterson 1989; Chang and Peterson 1991). After each of 
the 20 maize chromosome arms is labeled with an En element, any gene can be 
tagged by the element by using an appropriate arm-labeled line, provided the gene 
is phenotypically detectable. A further requirement is that the element 
transposes at a high rate. 
All the 20 maize chromosome arms are now labeled with En, including the 16 
labeled in this study. The other four arms, 3L, 4L, 5S, and 9S, already contained 
an En element. The portion of each arm labeled is shown in Table 3. Of the 16 
arms labeled in this study, IS, 2L, 7L, 9L, and lOS are so labeled to adequately 
cover the arms. As for the others, a considerable portion of each arm is covered. 
Eight of the 16 targeted arms were made homozygous with reference to their 
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labeling status, and the rest are heterozygous or yet to be proven for 
homozygosity (Table 3). 
Procedures in the Use of Labeled Arms for Gene Tagging 
The main purpose in labeling the chromosome arms is for their utilization in 
gene tagging. Labeling will enrich the tagging process. The basic procedure for 
using the arm-labeled hnes to tag genes is shown in detail in Figure 2-3. As an 
example, the procedure for Rpl tagging includes the following steps: 
Step 1. Original cross: introducing the target gene. For example, Rpl is 
crossed with a homozygous labeled Hne, ie, Rpl I Rpl A21A2 x rpl~a2-
mla2-m (Cross 1). Now the line is heterozygous far Rpl and the element 
(Season 1 of Figure 2-3). 
Step 2. Test cross: isolating the coupling linkage between the element and the 
target gene, in our case, Rpl and a2-m. To distinguish among the different 
genotypes produced by the F1 hybrid, the F1 progeny from Cross 1 is 
crossed to a tester line, ie, Rpl A21 rpl~a2-m x rpl I rpl a2la2 (Cross 2), 
(Season 2 of Figure 2-3). 
Step 3. Selecting the correct genotype and self to achieve homozygosity. 
From the test-cross progeny of Cross 2 in Step 2, Rpl~a2-mlrpl a2 
(spotted, resistant and semisterile) is selected and selfed (Season 3 of 
Figure 2-3). 
Step 4. Selecting and amplifying the correct genotj^pe from the progeny of 
Step 3. The correct genotype Rpl''a2-mlRpl~a2-m (spotted, resistant 
and pollen-normal) is correctly identified and selected in this step (Season 4 
of Figure 2-3). The amplification step is optional. If enough seed can be 
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obtained, the correct genot3rpe can be crossed to the tester described in 
Step 5, instead of being selfed. 
Step 5. Producing seed for screening. The lines with the genotype i2pi~a2-
mlRpl~a2-m, amplified in Step 4, are crossed to a recessive tester, {rpl 
a21 rpl a2), of the target gene to develop seed for screening, ie, Rpl~a2-
mlRpl~a2-m x rpl / rpl a2la2 (Season 5 of Figure 2-3). The correct 
genotype for screening is Rpl~a2-m jrpl a2. 
Step 6. Screening for mutants. With Rpl tagging, the mutants have the 
phenotype of the recessive allele rpl, ie, susceptible to common rust. 
As described in these procedvires, the development of appropriate seed for 
targeting a gene with a labeled chromosome arm takes 4 or 5 seasons. However, 
if the arm-labeled line has a dominant allele for a gene to be tagged, a direct cross 
between the labeled hne and a recessive tester will achieve the final construct for 
screening. In the latter case, the necessary seed for screening is developed in only 
one season. The tagging of rhm with c2-m, using T4-6 033-16, can be taken as an 
example. The rhm gene conditions resistance to the southern leaf-blight caused 
by Helminthosporium maydis (Hooker et al. 1978), and is located close to the 
centromere of chromosome 6 (Figure 2-4). The dominant allele Rhm of the gene 
detennines susceptibility, while the recessive homozygote rhm I rhm determines 
resistance to the disease. The use of the translocation T4-6 033-16 enables us to 
bring the c2-m mutable allele to 6S.60, indicating that 90% of the proximal portion 
of 6S will be labeled by the allele. Since most breeding and genetic hnes have the 
genotype Rhm I Rhm, the labeling of the arm will result in the genotjrpe c2-
m'-T-Rhm I c2-m~T~Rhm. This is the final construct needed for developing seed 
for screening. Only one cross is needed, c2-m~T~'Rhm / c2-m~T~Rhm x rhm I rhm 
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—> c2-m''T~RhmlN rhm. 
The efficacy of this translocation-element labehng procedure is currently being 
tested. Several mutants will be targeted at arms that have chromosome arms 
that are labeled. This will provide a test of this procedure outlined in these pages. 
Table 2-1. J5n-containing unstable alleles used in labeling^ 
AUele Residing locus PhenotjTie 
a-m(papuP A colorless to pade and purple sectors 
a2-m55064^ A2 colorless to colored sectors 
c2-ml^ C2 colorless to colored sectors 
c2-m826019^ C2 colorless to colored sectors 
wx-844^ Wx waxy to non-waxy sectors 
1 Another JSn/Sp/ra-containing allele o2-m20 resides in 02 on chromosome 7 
(Schmidt et al. 1987) 
2 Peterson 1961, 1970, 1985 
3 Peterson 1978 
4 McClintock 1967 
5 Peterson 1983 
® Peterson 1985b, Pereira et al. 1985 
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Table 2-2. Reciprocal translocations used in the relocation of the En alleles 
Translocation Break point^ Mutable allele^ Arm labeled 
Tl-3e 1L.58 3L.45 a-m(papu) IL 
Tl-3 5597 1S.77 3L.48 a-m(papu) IS 
Tl-4 8602 1S.41 4L.81 c2-m^ IS 
T2-3d 2L.67 3L.48 a-m(papu) 2L 
T2-3e 2S.76 3L.48 a-m(papu) 2S 
T2-5 032-9 2L.40 5S.31 a2-m55064 2L 
T3-5 4635 3S.44 5S.48 a2-m55064 3S 
T3-7e 31.25 7S.56 a-m(papu) 7S 
T3-7 6466 3L.36 7L.14 a-m(papu) 7L 
T3-8 043-14 3L.02 8S.40 a-m(papu) 8S 
T3-8 4874 3L.28 8L.32 a-m(papu) 8L 
T3-9b 3L.48 9L.53 a-m(papu) 9L 
T3-10 036-15 3L.48 10L.64 a-m(papu) lOL 
T4-5e 4S.41 5S.32 a2-m55064 4S 
T4-6 033-16 4L.50 6S.90 c2-m 6S 
T4-6 8764 4L.32 6L.90 c2-m 6L 
T4-9b 4L.90 9L.29 c2-m 9L 
T4-10 073-8 4L.41 10S.74 c2-m 108 
T5-9 8386 5L.87 9S.13 wx-844 5L 
T5-10 031-18 5S.58 10S.55 a2-m55064 lOS 
T6-9 5454 6ctr. 9S.75 wx-844^ 6S orL 
T7-9 027-9 7L.61 9S.18 wx-844 7L 
T9-10 b 9S.13 10S.40 wx-844 lOS 
1 From Burnham, 1962 
2 Peterson, 1961, 1970, 1978 
3 Pereira et al. 1985 
4 Either c2-m-l or c2-m826019 
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Table 2-3. Chromosome labeling status of chromosome arms with transposons. 
Arm Mutable allele Translocation LabeUng Status 
IS a-m(papu) Tl-3 5597 homozygous 
2L a-m(papu) T2-3d 
a2-m55064 T2-5 032-9 
2S a-m(papu) T2-3e 
6L c2-m T4-6 8764 
6S c2-m T4-6 033-16 
7L a-m(papu) T3-7 6466 
wx-844 T7-9 027-9 
88 a-m(papu) T3-8 043-14 
lOL a-m(papu) T3-10 036-15 
IL a-m(papu) Tl-3 e heterozygous 
3S a-m(papu) T3-5 4635 
4S a2-m55064 T4-5 e 
5L a2-m55064 T5-9 8386 
7S a-m(papu) T3-7e 
8L a-m(papu) T3-8 4874 
9L a-m(papu) T3-9b 
c2-m T4-9b 
lOS c2-m T4-10 073-8 
a2-m55064 T5-10 031-18 
wx-844 T9-10 b 
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Season 1: 
,3 
&-m 
Element parent 
3L.48 
Translocation parent 
Season 2; 
Fl: ^3 
Gametes: Na-m; TA; NA; Ta-m 
Season 3: 
N»2; TA 
N a ; N a; 
spotted CI 
pollen-normal 
(discard) 
Seeds: 
Season 4: 
(m) 
NA 
N a; 
CI 
tia 
Ta-m 
N a 
spotted 
4. 
pollen-seni-sterile 
translocation 
(save) 
0. 
T Ml 
T a-m; 
spotted N 
<n) 
—t— 
T <Mn 
N a ; 
spotted 
SS 
N a 
H a 
non-spotted 
N (discard) 
Recycle 
on T2-3d/T2-3d on normal individnal 
4/ sj/ vj/ 
storage normal offspring SS offspring 
Figure 2-1. Strategy for chromosome labeling by cross of an element-containing 
line to a translocation line. Season 2: The Fl is testcrossed; 
gametes of Fl. Season 3: Self shown of selected testcross progeny. 
Season 4: Crosses to isolate the homozygous translocation. A or a, 
dominant or recessive allele of A gene; a-m, a-m(papu); T~a-m, 
linkage between translocation break-point and a-m(papu), CI, 
colored; 2, chromosome 2; 2^, chromosome 2 with a translocated 
segment of chromosome 3. 
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WithT2-3d: 
2L.67 8-m(p8pu) JU 2 3 
21.67 a-m(papu) 
•J I . • 2^ 
With T2-5 032-9: 5S.3I 
\a2-m55064 « 
\ a2-m55064 -
—^ 5^ 
With both: double-labeled portion VfVU MVI VIVII /  * 
a-m(papu) 
2L4Q 2L.67 
c , 1^ I 
23 
t790SSW-Z8 
Figure 2-2. An example of labeled chromosome arms; the labeling of 2L with a-
m(papu) and a2-m55064 using T2-3d and T2-5 032-9, respectively. 
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Season 1: 
a2-m 
rp 82-ni 
iP 
= 5 
.10^ 
.10 
A2 
I 
A2 
X 
4. 
Rp 
Rp 
35 
^5 
.10 
.10 
Season 2; 
10^ 
10 
A2 
_j 
eZ-m 
K cio Rp I l-ip 
Gametes: Rp A2; rp~a2-in; Rp~a2-m; rp A2 X rp a2/rp a2 
1/ 
RpA2/rpa2; rp~a2-m/rp a2; Rp~a2-m/rp a2; rpA2/rpa2 
Select spotted, resistant (R) and semi-sterile (SS), ie. 
Season 3; 
Season 4; 
Rp~a2-m/rp a2 
(spotted, resistant and SS) 
\1/ 
l/4Rp~a2-m/Rp~a2-m; 1/2 Rp~a2-m/rp a2; 1/4 rp a2/rp a2 
(spotted, R, N) (spotted, R, SS) (nonspotted) 
(discard) 
Recycle 
Season 5: n1/ 
All resistant X rp a2/rp a2 Segregating for resistance 
\ 
Offspring (Rp~a2-m/rp a2) 
Screen for susceptible mutants 
Figure 2-3. Strategy for gene tagging using an arm-labeled Une. Rp or rp, 
dominant or recessive allele of Rpl gene; A2 or a2, dominant or 
recessive allele of A2 gene;a2-m, a2-m55064; Rp~a2-Tn, linkage of 
Rp with a2-m55064; 5, chromosome 5; 5^®, chromosome 5 with a 
translocated segment of chromosome 10. 
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Chromosome 6 
Nor 
9.4 
.51:: 
8.8 
3.6 
3.6 
18.2 
,p144 
rhm 
bnl6.29 
r221 
r147 
-- r87 
umc59 
_L umc65 
Figure 2-4. The RFLP map of the rhm region (after Zaitlin et al. 1993). 
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3. INSTABILITY OF THE MAIZE DISEASE-RESISTANCE GENE, Rpl, 
IN TRANSPOSABLE ELEMENT-LADEN LINES 
A paper published in Joiimal of Genetics and Breeding! 2 
Ru-Ying Chang and Peter A. Peterson  ^
ABSTRACT 
Common rust, caused by the fungus Puccinia sorghi, is a world wide disease of 
maize. Race-specific genetic resistance of maize plants to the infection of this 
fungus has been extensively studied. A few loci control resistance, and the 
corresponding genes are designated Rpl, Rp3, Rp4, Rp5, and Rp6. In the current 
experiment, instability at the Rpl locus was studied using active maize 
transposable element (EZ)-containing populations. Rpl I Rpl El I El Unes were 
crossed as female by rpl I rpl to produce Rpl I rpl El hybrids. The resulting F1 
seedlings were screened for susceptible mutations after inoculation with Puccinia 
sorghi inoculum. Mutations of the dominant Rpl to recessive rpl were isolated. 
Differences in the frequency of mutants of the Rpl locus were observed in the 
populations with the different elements. Among the elements used, the highest 
induction of mutations occurred in the presence of the En transposable element. 
This study reports the frequency of changes of the Rpl allele in lines that had 
different transposable elements. 
! Reprinted from J. Genet. & Breed. 1993, 47:145-150. Copyright © 1993 of J. Genet. & Breed. 
2 Journal Paper No. J14824 of Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station, Ames, 
Iowa; Project No. 2842. 
3 Corresponding author 
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INTRODUCTION 
The common rust disease of maize (Zea mays L.) is caused by the fungus 
Puccinia sorghi Schw. (Mains, 1931; Hooker, 1978) and is widespread over the 
USA and the world wherever com or teosinte is grown (Shurtlefif, 1980; Coe et al., 
1988). Resistance to this disease is of two types, race-specific and race-
nonspecific (Hooker, 1978). Most race-specific resistance has been shown to be 
determined by a single dominant gene designated (Mains, 1931; Hooker, 1978). 
Rpl, the target gene of this study, is on the distal end of chromosome 10 and has 
many distinguishable alleles (Hooker and Russell, 1962; Hagan and Hooker, 1965; 
Saxena and Hooker, 1968; Wilkinson and Hooker, 1968; Pryor, 1987a; Bennetzen 
et al., 1988; Hvilbert and Bennetzen 1991). Different alleles were also shown to 
have different degrees of instability (Bennetzen et al., 1988). 
Transposable elements are responsible for many natural mutations in maize 
(Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1985; Peterson, 1986). They insert into target genes at 
a frequency of 10"® - lO'^ (Peterson, 1985; Doring, 1989). In this study, 
transposable elements were introduced into an Rpl I Rpl line in order to achieve 
insertional mutations at the Rpl locus. Insertion of an element into the gene will 
abolish the function of the gene and render it phenotypically recessive as with 
most of the instances where element mutations have occurred. In this paper our 
efforts in Rpl tagging are reported. 
The objectives of this study were to induce the mutation of Rpl to rpl via 
trsoisposable elements in order to tag the Rpl gene to make it accessible for 
molecular study. This report is a preliminary step to this objective. This report 
does provide information on the instability of the RplD allele in the presence of 
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lines containing transposable elements and provides a comparison oiRpl stabiliiy 
with other studies. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Construction of Desired Genotypes for Screeningi-
Individual active transposable elements, Ac, En, Uq (see Table 3-2) and a 
transposable element laden line TEL (a line with midtiple elements including Ac, 
Cy and Uq etc.) were introduced into a B37 converted RplD/RplD (R168) line 
(see Figure 3-1). Hybrid progeny were selfed for two generations to restore 
homozygosity at Rpl and crossed to corresponding receptors to confirm element 
activity (by crossing to the appropriate reporter allele). The resvdting /Rpl 
El!El {El, abbreviation of element) F3 progeny were increased and crossed as 
female by rpl I rpl (the recurrent recessive parent) to produce an RplD I rpl El 
hybrid, which is the correct genotype for screening (Figure 3-1). The RplD allele 
was used in all our populations. In reference to the populations, they wiU be 
referred to as Uq, En, Ac or TEL poptdations. 
The confirmation of the presence of Rpl is verified by the lesion-firee seedlings 
during the development of the specific genotj^jes. As with many experiments with 
infection by inoculation, some escapes occur. These can be uncovered in the next 
generation because each of the resulting ears from cross 1 are retained in an 
individual envelope. If a parent is mistakenly identified (as Rpirp El for the 
correct Rp I Rp El), this will be uncovered in the inoculated seedUng test as one half 
are susceptible and the test discarded and the envelope eliminated. Every 
recovered mutant in this study was always isolated as a single event in a seedling 
row of individual ears. 
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Screening for Mutants 
The genot3T)e RplD I rpl El is resistant to rust unless a mutation of the Rpl 
allele to rpl occurs, 3aelding a susceptible individual, genotypically designated as 
rpl*/rpl El (rpl*-n&ff mutant). To isolate these mutants, seedlings that were 
RplD I rpl were grown in flats in a greenhouse. They were inoculated with the 
pathogen at the 2-3-leaf stage and kept overnight in a dew-maintained chamber 
(22-24°C). Seedlings were removed from the dew chamber the following day and 
grown in a humidified plastic chamber. Rust pustules appear on leaves 5-7 days 
later. Seedlings were screened for rust resistance and susceptible individuals 
selected. 
Processing of Mutants 
The susceptible (sensitive to infection) mutants obtained at the screening 
stage were grown and crossed with the original RplD/RplD parent. The resulting 
offspring are expected to be of two genotypes, RplD I rpl* and RplD I rpl. These 
two genotypes can be distinguished by Restriction Fragment Length 
Polymorphism (RFLP) analysis. Because rpl* came from an RplD allele, its 
banding pattern differs from that of rpl when probed with a neaurby RFLP marker 
(Figure 3-2). This procedure provides assurance that the rpl* allele can be 
separated from the rpl allele. More detailed RFLP analysis will be described 
elsewhere. Further, a test of co-segregation of the Uq element activity in rpl* and 
its susceptibility to Puccinia sorghi (Chang and Peterson, 1991b) will test the 
correlation of the designated element and susceptibility. 
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Sources of Inocttlum 
The Puccinia sorghi pathogen infectious to the RplD allele, was obtained from 
Dr. Dan R. Wilkinson, Pioneer Hi-bred International, Inc. A mixture of the same 
pathogen, a mixture of biotypes (ISU mixture), collected from a com field was 
kindly provided by Dr. Charlie A. Martinson, Department of Plant Pathology, Iowa 
State University. This mixture was tested for its abihty to infect plants 
containing different Rp loci and alleles. The test result is listed in Table 3-1. This 
pathogen mixture infected RplL, RplN, Rp3B, Rp3E, Rp3F and Rp4B and failed 
to infect the rest. 
Terms and Definitions 
The terms and gene symbols used in this report are listed and defined in Table 
3-2. 
RESULTS 
The hybrid seedlings, Rpl /rpl El, are expected to be resistant to the rust 
infection. A mutant arises if the element inserts into the dominant RplD allele, or 
if any other mutation takes place. The insertion blocks the function of the allele, 
and thus renders the genotype phenotypically recessive. By this criterion, any 
susceptible individuals (Figure 3-1) within the resistant popxilations are 
candidates for insertional mutations. 
Approximately a million seedlings were screened and a total of 55 susceptible 
mutants irpl*Irpl) uncovered. The mutants found were designated RpM-1 to 
RpM-55. Table 3-3 shows the screening results by element categories. The invaUd 
rpl / rpl carrying Hnes are probably due to misclassification of the original 
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parental/Epi genotype (Figtire 3-1 step 3) or to pollen mixture in the development 
of the RplDIRplD El I El line. These seedling are subtracted from the total 
because they do not contribute to the generation of any mutants. These lines are 
readily identified in the screening procedure. 
Mutation rates differed among populations with different elements. The En 
element populations had the highest mutation rate, 1.10 x 10-4. Uq 
populations ranked second, with a mutation rate of 5.53 x 10'®, followed by the Ac 
populations, which had a mutation rate of 3.63 x 10-5. Out of 23,175 seedlings 
screened, no mutant was found in the TEL populations. 
Of the 55 mutants isolated, the following provides their destiny: 14 (2 of Uq\ 7 
of En) did not survive to maturity or did not give any seed set; 28 (15 of Uq\ 13 of 
En) were crossed, as male or female, to the Rpl IRpl parent, which allows us to 
readily distinguish between Rpl /rpl* versus Rpl /rpl following RFLP analysis; 9 
were only selfed; and the remaining 4 are still being grown. 
The only Ac mutant, RpM-1, was only selfed. Because only very few seeds 
were obtained, this mutant was not processed further. Twelve mutants from the 
Uq populations were tested with a Uq reporter allele for co-segregation of Uq 
activity with the mutant phenotype (Table 3-4). Eight of the 12 were shown to 
have transposable element activity, while the remaining 4 lacked Uq. None of 12 
were proven to possess a co-segregating Uq element. 
Thirteen of the Uq mutants were analysed using RFLPs with chromosome 10-
specific probes at the Max-Planck Institute, Koln, Germany. Eleven of the 
thirteen (RpM-4,-6,-8,-9,-12,13,-14,16,-17,-21 and -22) were confirmed to be 
Rpl /rpl*. The mutants from the En populations have not been tested with En 
reporter alleles. More detailed results of RFLP analysis will be described 
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elsewhere. 
DISCUSSION 
Effects of Different Elements on the Stability of the Rvl Locus 
Several facts can be noted from the results in Table 3-3. First, similar 
mutation rates were obtained for both Ac and Uq though for Ac, only a small 
population was scored. 
The highest instability was found with the En element populations, which is 
approximately two and three times as high as with Uq and Ac, respectively. 
Despite this higher rate, tests show that the mutation rate for the En 
populations is not significantly higher than that for the Uq populations (^2 = 2.04). 
However, the mutation rate for the En populations is significantly higher than 
that for the Ac population = 4.02). Whether these results mean that En is a 
more desirable choice for an element for Rp tagging will not be obvious pending the 
completion of the molecular studies. 
In the study of Bennetzen et al. (1988), seedlings with different resistance 
alleles of thei2pi locus were tested for Rpl-->rpl mutation in two different 
backgroxmds. In the standard R168 background lacking any known transposable 
element, mutation rates were found to range from 9.6 x 10-5 to 1.9 x 10-3, except 
the RplD allele, with which no mutant was foimd out of 11,034 seedlings tested. 
Of the two alleles tested in the Mutator background, RplF gave a mutation rate of 
1.1 X 10-3 and Rpl^of 8.5 x 10-5. In general, their material yielded higher 
mutation rates than that used in this study. One noticeable phenomenon in 
Bennetzen's study was that the same allele RplF had a mutation rate of almost 
one order higher in the Mutator background than in the standard background. 
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Different Rpl alleles and environments may be contributing to this variation such 
that the comparison may be misleading between the effects of the Mutator 
element on the instability of the Rpl locus in Bennetzen's study and that of the 
elements in this study, though the former had a mutation rate of almost one order 
higher than the latter. 
Explanation for the Independent Ua 
There are at least two possible reasons for the origination of the mutants with 
an independent TJq. First, the mutants might be due to the spontaneous mutation 
of Rpl to rpl and therefore imrelated to the presence of Uq. Secondly, the element 
in Rpl is a defective derivative of the Uq element. Genetically, this could be 
confirmed if reversions could be induced in the presence of the active Uq element. 
A further possibility is that an element other than Uq was inserted because there 
is adequate precedence (Schnable and Peterson, 1988) for insertion by another 
and unexpected element. Because the Rpl locus is in the terminal end of 
chromosome lOS, a chromosome breakage of that end would also yield a 
susceptible seedhng. 
Utilization of Mutants 
When an element inserts into the Rpl gene, it can be detected since the 
phenotype of the mutants is changed from resistant to susceptible. The 
anticipated tagged Rpl gene can then be cloned using a known sequence of the 
element in question as a molecular probe and its sequence obtained. The probing 
with element probes is currently tmderway. 
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Table 3-1. The infection pattern of the Puccinia pathogen (from the ISU mixture) 
on isohnes of R168 containing different Rp alleles at Rpl, Rp3 and 
Rp4. R: resistant; S: susceptible. 
Rp loci & alleles^ Reaction'^ Rp loci & alleles Reaction 
RplA R RplL S 
RplB R RplN S 
RplD R Rp3B S 
RplE R Rp3C R 
RplF R Rp3E S 
RplG R Rp3F S 
RplH R Rp4A R 
RplI R Rp4B S 
RplK R 
^ All Rp alleles are contained in inbred line R168 genetic background except for 
RplD which is in B14A. 
^ Described in Materials and Methods. 
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Table 3-2. Terms and definitions 
Transposable element ~ A segment of DNA that is capable of moving 
(transposing) in the genome by virtue of a transposase fiinction encoded 
by the DNA per se 
Eegulatory elements — elements that alter or excise their corresponding receptor 
elements from the controlled alleles 
Receptor elements ~ Elements that are able to receive signals from 
corresponding regulatory elements to excise from their residing loci 
Ac — Activator, originally defined by its ability to cause chromosome parts to 
dissociate at its receptor alleles (Ds) (McClintock, 1947) 
En — Enhancer, the regulatory element oiEn-I transposable element system, 
which enhances mutability of reporter alleles of the En system (Peterson, 
1953) 
Uq — The regulatory element of the Ubiquitous transposable element system 
(Friedemann and Peterson, 1982) 
Cy — Cycler, the regulatory element of Cy-rcy system (Schnable and Peterson, 
1986) 
RplD — A resistant allele of Rpl 
rpl ~ The generic identification of the susceptible alleles of the Rpl locus. This 
identifies the rp locus of com lines that do not have Rp 
rpl* — A susceptible allele of the Rpl locus resulting from a change from the 
dominant allele 
Table 3-3. Screening restilts of RplD / rpl El genotype arising from the cross 
RplD!RplD El X rpl /rpl following inocvilation with a rust inoculum 
Element Total From Effective Mutant Designa- Mutation 
(1) invalid 
lines (2)2 
total (1-2) found tion rate 
Ac 33,292 5,756 27,536 1 RpM-1 3.63 X 10-5 
Uq 622,040 169,504 452,536 25 RpM-2~- 5.53 X 10-5 
26 
TELb 50,560 23,175 27,385 0 
En 289,728 24,989 264,739 29 RpM-27 ~ 1.10 X 10-4 
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^ Lines segregating 1/2 resistant; 1/2 susceptible for Rpl due to misclassification in 
F2 of Figyu-e 3-1 
^ Line with multiple elements including Ac, Cy and Uq etc. 
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Table 3-4. Results of co-segregation tests of Uq-Rpl mutants obtained from 
screening the Rpl / rpl El seedlings with the rust inocialum. 
Mutant Spotting # F1 or SI ears tested Uq status 
RpM-2 -
-3 -
-4 
C 
+ Independent 
"D 
-6 + 7 Independent 
-8 + 2 Independent 
-9 + 7 Independent 
-10 -
-11 + Independent 
-12 + 6 Independent 
-13 + 3 Independent 
-14 + 1 Independent 
Rp1D/Rp1D X  rp1/rp1 El El 
i 
F1; Rp1D/rp1 El 
F2: 
F3: 
(Test for element activity) 
Rp1D/np1D El, Rp1D/rp1 El, rp1/rp1 El (Test for resistance) 
(Discard 
or keep) 
(Discard) (Test for resistance 
select all-resistant lines) 
Rp1D/Rp1D El El X rp1/rp1 
Rp1D/rp1 El (Material for screening) 
Figure 3-1. Crossing scheme for achieving the correct genotype for screening. 
The transposable elements are introduced into an Rpl Hne in Step 1. 
Succeeding crosses are made to develop the genotypes for screening 
by inoctalation with P. sorghi to isolate mutants. The final screening 
seed is made with element-laden, homozygous RplD/RplD lines. 
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1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 
• r - -  -
• 
Figure 3-2. Southern blot, probe for the terminal end of the short arm of 
chromosome 10 to distinguish Rpl / rpl* from Rpl I rpl. Only bands 
C and D are useful for diagnosis. Lanes; 1, rpl / rpl parent; 2, 
Rpl I Rpl parent; 3-9, progeny of the cross of the mutant rpl* I rpl X 
Rpl I Rpl. Lanes 3, 5 and 8 are identified as the Rpl / rpl* progeny, 
and 4, 6 and 9 are the Rpl I rpl progeny as they contain both the C 
and D bands. Rpl, the dominant resistant allele; rpl, the standard 
recessive allele; and rpl*, the newly induced mutant allele. No effort 
was made to make gel loading uniform because the need was only to 
identify genotypes. 
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4. ADDITIONAL RESULTS AND RFLP ANALYSIS FOR Rpl TAGGING 
WITH TRANSPOSABLE ELEMENTS 
This chapter is a continuation of the pubhshed work reported in chapter 3. It 
reports additional screening results with an emphasis on the RFLP analysis of 24 
of the isolated mutants. 
Methods 
Southern analysis oiRpl mutants RpM-24 to RpM-62 was carried out by the 
author at Dr. Scot Hulbert's lab at Department of Plant Pathology, Kansas State 
University. Genomic DNA was extracted from leaves at the 3-leaf stage using the 
CTAB method (Sambrook et al. 1989). DNA run in 8% agarose gel was blotted 
onto nylon membrane. Hybridization was carried out in the following conditions. 
Hybridization Buffer: 25 ml of 20X SSC, 2.5 ml of 20% SDS, 2.0 ml of IM 
Na2HP04 (pH 6.5), 1.0 ml of 0.2M EDTA, 1.0 ml of IM Tris (pH 7.4) and 68.5 ml 
of water per 100 ml solution. Prehybridization with denatured salmon sperm DNA 
was done at 65°C for at least one hoxir; hybridization with 32p random hexamer-
labeled probes at 65°C overnight. Membranes were washed twice with O.IX SSC 
and 0.1% SDS at 65°C each time for one hour. 
Probes bnl3.04 and npi285 (Matz et al. 1994) were kindly provided by Dr. Scot 
Hulbert. bnl3.04 is several to 20 map units away from the Rpl locus proximal 
depending on sources of data. npi285 is about 10 map lanits farther away from 
bnl3.04 (more proximal). All molectilar facilities and suppUes were provided solely 
by Dr. Htdbert at Kansas State University. The materials and methods 
pertaining to mutant screening and processing have been explained in chapter 3. 
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Screening Resxilts 
Some screening resxalts were reported earlier (Chang 1991; Chapter 3). A 
comprehensive summary of results reported and imreported is given here. Over a 
million RplDlrpl seedlings were screened for resistance, from which, 64 
susceptible mutants were obtained (Table 4-1). The mutants, designated RpM-1 
to RpM-64, are genotypically as rpl* /rpl, with rpl* representing the mutant 
allele, which might contain an element insertion. The results in Table 4-1 are 
listed by element categories. The invahd segregating Hnes were explained in 
Chapter 3. 
Mutation rates differed among populations with different transposable 
elements. The Cy population yielded the highest mutation rate, 2.21 x 10*^. The 
En populations ranked second with a mutation rate of 1.05 x 10-^, whereas the Uq 
and Ac populations yielded mutants at rates several fold lower than did the Cy and 
En populations. With the TEL population, no mutants were found out of a 27 
thousand effective total of seedUngs screened. 
RFLP Analysis of Mutants 
Twenty-four mutants (all that were available from RpM-27 to RpM-64; 3 of 
Uq, 3 of Cy, 18 of En populations) were analysed using RFLP analysis at Dr. Scot 
Hulbert's lab, Kansas State University. The 24 mutants included all those 
designated from RpM-24 to RpM-62 (see Chapter 3 for designations). Mini-prep 
DNA was prepared from these mutants with a single leaf from 3- to 4-leaf stage 
seedlings. Maxi-prep DNA was prepared for the controls B14A and B14, as well 
as from the converted RplD/RplD ElEl parents (element incorporated into 
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RplD line) which were the direct parents used to make the F1 seed for screening. 
The relationship between the mutants and the converted or direct parents is 
shown in Table 4-2. 
Genomic DNA from both original and converted parents was digested with five 
enzymes, EcoRI, EcoRV, Hindlll, BamHI and Xbal, to distinguish between the 
B14rpl / rpl recessive parent and the original and converted RplD I RplD 
parents. DNA blotted on nylon membrane was hybridized with probe bnl3.04 and 
then strip washed and rehybridized with npi285. With BamHI digestion probe 
bnl3.04 distinguished converted parents 93gl060,1063 and 1065, but not 1059 
and 1064, from the recessive parent B14 rpl I rpl (93gl058) (Figure 4-1). With 
other enzyme digestions this probe bnl3.04 failed to distinguish, at least not as 
clearly, any parents from the recessive. With EcoRI digestion, probe npi285 
clearly distinguished B14A (93gl057), 93gl059 and 1064 from the recessive 
(Figure 4-2). Thus probe npi285 distinguished what exactly probe bnl3.04 failed to 
distinguish. Therefore in later analysis, probe bnl3.04 was used to analyse 
mutants derived from 93gl060 - 1063 and 1065, and npi285 was used to analyse 
mutants from parents 93gl059 and 1064. 
In most instances, the mutants used in this analysis were crossed to the 
original RplD parent B14A and, however, a few were only selfed. The outcross to 
the RplD parent was expected to yield two genotypes, RplD/rpl* 3Ji6.RplDlrpl, 
in equal ratio. The mutant rp2* allele is expected to be derived from the RplD 
allele due to element insertion or spontaneous mutation. Therefore, it should 
possess the same band as the B14A parent, whereas the rpl allele is expected to 
produce a different band from that of RplD, but the same as that of the B14 
rpl I rpl parent. Hence, a single band that is the same as the RplD I RplD parent 
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is expected for the genotj^e RplD/rpl*, whereas two bands, one of RplD and 
another of rpl, are expected for RplD I rpl. 
DNA samples of mutants RpM-24, -25, -26, -46, -47, -56, -58 and -62 from 
parents which were distinguished by BamHI - bnl3,04 analysis were digested with 
BamHI and probed with bnl3.04, whereas DNA samples of mutants RpM-27 to 
-45, -48, -49 and -52 were digested with EcoRI and probed with npi285. For the 
majority of mutants, eight seedhngs were grown and DNA from each individual 
seedling was collected. Figure 4-3 shows an example of the EcoRI-npi285 
analysis. Table 4-3 presents the complete results from the analyses. 
With EcoRI-npi285 analysis, both the original resistant parent B14A 
(93gl057) and the converted parents (1059,1064) were distinguished from the 
recessive (1058). test shows that among the 12 mutants analysed using 
EcoRI-npi285, seven show ratios not significantly different from 1:1, whereas 
five show ratios that are significantly different. With BamHI-bnl3.04, however, 
only the converted parents were distinguished from the recessive, whereas the 
original B14A parent possessed the same band as the recessive. Because B14A 
was used as the backcross parent in the cross with the mutants, the analysis 
with BamHI-bnl3.04 may not represent a true assessment of the mutants. The 
results with BamHI-BNL3.04 analysis shown in Table 4-3 indeed reflect a strong 
deviation from the expected 1; 1 ratio of RplD I rpl* vs. RplD I rpl (11/12 are 
significant). 
Therefore, to more accurately assess the mutant segregation ratios, more 
enz3Tne-probe combinations need to be screened to detect a combination that can 
distinguish both the original RrlDIRplD and the converted RplD I RplD ElEl 
parents from the recessive rpl /rpl. This new enz3rme-probe combination can be 
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used to analyse mutants probed with BamHI-bnl3.04 as shown in Table 4-3. 
The RFLP analysis of these mutants should provide information for fiarther 
element-co-segregation analysis for the isolation of the Rpl gene. Both 
R p l D I R p l *  a n d R p l D  / R p l  i n d i v i d u a l s  o f  t h e  m u t a n t s  s h o w i n g  e x p e c t e d  1 : 1  
ratios (table 4-3) can be studied further with transposon probes. Co-segregation 
of element probes with RplD/Rpl* is an indication of successful element tagging 
oiRplD. 
Table 4-1. Screening results of En RplD / rpl 
Element Total From Effective Mutant Designa­ Mutation 
(1) invalid 
lines (2)^ 
total (1-2) foimd tion rate 
Ac 33,292 5756 27,536 1 RpM-1 3.63 X 10-5 
Uq 622,040 169,504 452,536 25 RpM-2 ~ 5.53 X 10-5 
-26 
TEL 50,560 23,175 27,385 0 
En 364,262 29,655 334,607 35 RpM-27 ~ 
-55, -57, 
-60 ~ -64 
1.05 X 10-4 
Cy 14,999 1433 13,566 3 RpM-56, 2.21 X 10-4 
-58, -59 
^ These hnes originating from rpl containing lines due to misclassification and are 
recognized by giving 1/2 susceptible seedlings in progeny of the screening seed. 
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Table 4-2. The 24 rpl*/rpl mutants derived from the F1 {RplD I rpl) screening, 
their element content, and parental designation to show the 
relationship with their RplD I RplD parents. Enzymes and probes 
used to analyse these mutants are also listed^. 
Element Converted parent Derived mutant Distinguished by 
93gl057 BIAA RplD Original resistant EcoRI-npi285 
parent 
93gl058 BlArpHrpl rpl tester 
En 93gl059 RplDc-m(r)En RpM-27 to -45 EcoRI-npi285 
Uq 93gl060 RplDUq RpM-24 to -26 BamHI-bnl3.04 
En 93gl061 RplDc-m(r)En RpM-46 BamHI-bnl3.04 
En 93gl062 RplDc-m(r)En RpM-47 BamHI-bnl3.04 
Cy 93gl063 RplDbz-rcyCy RpM-56, -58, -59 BamHI-bnl3.04 
En 93gl064 RplDc2-m826019 RpM-48, -49, -52 EcoRI-npi285 
En 93gl065 RplDc-m(r)En RpM-60 to -62 BamHI-bnl3.04 
^ Analysis at Kansas State University 
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Table 4-3. RFLP analyses of DNA samples of all mutants (.RplD/RplD x 
rpl*Irpl) analysed. Enzymes and probes used are shown in the first 
column. A1 RplD /rpl* : 1 RplD /rpl ratio is expected if the mutant 
Rpl* allele was derived fi'om the RplD allele. 
Enzyme- Mutant No. of No. of Undeter­ for 1:1 
probe RplDlrpl* RplDlrpl mined 
BamHI- RpM-24 0 7 7 00**b 
bnl3.04^ -25 1 10 7.36** 
-26 0 8 2 8.00** 
-46 0 8 8.00** 
-47 0 8 8.00** 
-56 0 8 8.00** 
-57 0 8 8.00** 
-58 0 5 5.00*c 
-59 0 7 7.00** 
-60 1 7 4.50* 
-61 4 4 0.00 
-62 1 7 4.50** 
EcoRI- RpM-27 5 3 0.50 
npi285 -28 7 0 7.00** 
-29 4 4 0.00 
-33 8 0 8.00** 
-35 2 0 2.00 
-38 7 0 7.00** 
-39 8 0 8.00** 
-44 4 3 0.14 
-45 4 3 0.14 
-48 2 4 2 0.67 
-49 0 7 7.00** 
-52 2 6 2.00 
® These results are preliminary and may have been skewed since this particular 
enzyme-probe combination did not adequately distinguish the original 
RplD I RplD parent, which was used to cross with the mutants, from the 
recessive rpl I rpl parent. 
significant at a = 0.01 and a = 0.05, respectively. 
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Converted 
parents Q 
Figure 4-1. RFLP analysis distinguishes the converted RplDIRplD ElEl 
resistant parents, 93gl060-63 and 93gl065 (lower band), from the 
recessive parent, rpl jrpl (upper band), with BamHI digestion and 
bnl3.04 as probe. This analysis, however, does not distinguish the 
original RplD I RplD parent from the recessive. 
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Converted parents Q 
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Figure 4-2. RFLP analysis distinguishes the original {RplD I RplD) and 
converted resistant parents, 1059 and 1064 (lower band), from 
the susceptible parent, rpl Irpl (upper band), with BamHI 
digestion and biil3.04 as probe. 
Individual mutants 
oo CN 
CN cn 
o o 
CN CN cn m CO <r) 
rpl 
RplD 
Figure 4-3. RFLP analysis distinguishes RplD Irpl* (lower band) and 
RplD I rpl (upper band), with EcoRI digestion probed with 
npi285. Lanes 1, B14ARpi; 2, B14rpi; 1042, progeny of RpM-
39; 1043, progeny of RpM-45. Progeny with only the Rpl band 
are considered to be RplD I rpl* and those with both bands are 
considered to be RplD I rpl. 
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5. GENETIC CONTROL OF RESISTANCE TO BIPOLARIS MAYDIS: 
ONE GENE OR TWO GENES? 
A paper published in Journal of Heredityi2 
Ru-Ying Chang and Peter A. Peterson^ 
Abstract 
Bipolaris (Helminthosporium) maydis is the causal fungus of southern leaf blight 
of maize. Resistance to this disease has been determined to be controlled by a 
single recessive gene, designated rhm. The dominant allele, Rhm, confers 
susceptibility to the fungus. In our project to tag the rhm gene with transposable 
elements, Rhm I Rhm ElEl (El, element) Unes were crossed to an rhm tester. 
Screening for mutation to rhm was then conducted on the Fl, Rhm I rhm El, 
seedlings. Element insertions into Rhm are expected to be random events, and wiU 
mutate Rhm phenotypically to rhm (susceptible to resistant). In these tests 
mutation rates of Rhm to rhm were usually in the order of 10-5. However, hybrid 
populations between two different Rhm El lines (Qy line and T line) 3delded 
approximately 5% mutants. To account for the unexpectedly high mutation rate, 
a hypothesis is proposed that there are two linked recessive genes controlling 
resistance. The two lines combined differed in genotypic content and the 
unexpected 5% mutants arose from crossovers between the two dominant alleles 
at the two linked loci in repulsion phase (Rhml rhm2lrhml Rhm2). It is also 
postulated that one of the two genes is a copy of the other created by duplication. 
1 Reprinted with permission from J. of Heredity 1995,86:94-97. Copyright © 1995 of Oxford 
University Press. 
2 Journal Paper No. 15844 of Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station, Ames, 
Iowa; Project No. 3072. 
3 Corresponding author 
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The dominant status at either locus makes a fimctional product and thus 
abolishes resistance. The two-gene model is currently being tested. The 
significance and implications of this finding are discussed. 
Introduction 
Southern leaf blight of maize is caused by the fungus Bipolaris maydis 
(Nisikado) Shoemaker [-Helminthosporium maydis Nisikado and Miyake; or 
Cochliobolus heterostrophus Drechsler for the asexual stage]. This disease caused 
a severe epiphytotic in 1970 that resulted in significant damage to grain 
production in the US corn belt with an estimated loss of about a billion dollars 
(UUstrup 1978). Three physiological races of this pathogen have been identified, 
race O, race T (Ullstrup 1970; Hooker et al 1970; Hooker 1972), and race C (Wei 
et al 1988). Race T caused the epiphytotic in 1970. Race T is specific to cms-T 
cytoplasm maize. It produces a cms-T cytoplasm-specific toxin, called T toxin. 
Race C is a cms-C cytoplasm-specific race identified in China (Wei et al 1988). 
Race O infects all types of maize that do not carry resistance genes regardless of 
the cytoplasm (Hooker et al 1970; Smith 1975). 
Resistance to race T is controlled mainly by c3^oplasmic factors and influenced 
by quantitatively inherited nuclear factors with dominance and additive effects 
(Hooker 1978; Johnson 1976). Resistance to race T was determined to be 
controlled by one or two dominant genes in only one study (Ceballos and Gracen 
1988). 
Resistance to race O is controlled by nuclear genes only. Pate and Harvey 
(1954) reported that resistance was controlled by several genes with resistance 
being partially dominant. A new type of resistance, called chlorotic-lesion 
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resistance, was later identified by Craig and Daniel-Kalio (1968) in Nigeria. 
Further study showed that this type of resistance was controlled by two linked, 
recessive genes with a 16.83% linkage distance (Craig and Fajemisin 1969). Using 
the material provided by these authors, Smith and Hooker (1973) tested the 
inheritance of this resistance in Illinois and concluded that resistance was 
controlled by a single recessive gene, designated rhm. Since then, resistance to H. 
maydis has been regarded as monogenic. Later, Thompson and Berquist (1984) 
reported a type of resistance controlled by two independent recessive genes with 
complementary effects. Other new sources of resistance with complex 
inheritance patterns, and epistatic and modifying effects were also reported 
(Thompson and Berquist 1984; Holley and Goodman 1989). 
Here we report the results from an rhm tagging project that provide some 
evidence that two linked recessive genes control resistance. We discuss the 
significance of this finding and illustrate that the monogenic resistance determined 
by Smith and Hooker (1973), in fact, might be controlled by two genes. The 
generality of the two-gene model and strategies to test the model are also 
discussed. 
Materials and Methods 
Genetic Stocks 
The rhm tester, RVA35rAm, was obtained from Pioneer Hi-Bred International, 
Inc., Johnston, Iowa. The T line has the genotype T4-6 033-16~c2-ml~RhmlT4-6 
033'16~c2-ml~Rhm. This line was developed by relocating the c2-ml allele (an 
autonomous EnlSpm element in the long arm of chromosome 4), to the short arm 
of chromosome 6 by using the translocation line T4-6 033-16. This procedure, 
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called chromosome labehng, is described in Chang and Peterson (1994a). The T4-6 
033-16 line was obtained from the Maize Genetics Cooperation Stock Center. The 
Cy line has the genotj^e Cy bz-rcy I bz-rcy Rhm/Rhm. Cy is the transposable 
element Cycler (Schnable and Peterson 1986). 
Evaluation of Disease Resistance 
Inoculum Race O inoculum of Bipolaris maydis was provided by Dr. Dan 
Wilkinson at the Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc., Johnston, Iowa. The 
inoculum had been cultured on sorghum grains. These gredns are spread on 
moistened filter paper in a plastic petri dish, then incubated at 25°C in an 
incubator without light. After 2-3 days, sporulation is seen, and the petri dish is 
filled with dark mycelia and conidia. The sorghum grains and the fimgus are 
transferred to a beaker with water and two drops of Tween 20. The content in the 
beaker is stirred with a glass rod to dislodge the spores and then filtered through 
cheesecloth into a spraying bottle. 
Seedling assay Seedlings grown in flats in a greenhouse were sprayed with 
the spore suspension at the 2- or 3-leaf stage, kept in a moistened plastic 
chamber for 24 hours and then moved fi"om the chamber to the greenhouse. 
Water-soaked lesions could be seen the second day on both susceptible and 
resistant seedlings. After 2-3 days, the soaked lesions on the resistant seedUngs 
became chlorotic and confined at the infection site, whereas lesions on susceptible 
seedhngs continued to expand to become long and tan patches (Figure 5-1). 
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Results and Discussion 
The rhm gene identified by Smith and Hooker (1973) confers resistance of 
maize plants to race O, and to a lesser extent to race T, oiB. maydis. Resistance 
is recessive and sxisceptibility is a dominant fimction. Normal lines are 
susceptible {Rhm I Rhm) to this fimgus unless bred for resistance {rhm I rhm). The 
rhm tagging project was designed to tag the rhm gene with transposable elements 
based on random insertion of the elements into the gene (Chang and Peterson 
1994b). Transposable elements randomly insert into a locus at the frequency of 
10-6 to 10-5 (Peterson 1963; Doring 1989). Insertion of transposable elements into 
a gene abolishes the function of the gene and results in a mutant phenotype, 
which can be readily identified. 
To make the construct for tagging, tYieRhmlRhm ElEl (El, elements) 
genotjTpe was crossed by an rhm tester. The resxilting F1 population, Rhm j rhm 
El, was screened against the fungus. The F1 is susceptible to the fungus due to 
the presence of the Rhm allele. Element insertion into the Rhm allele was 
expected on a random-insertion basis. Insertional mutants from this test would 
be expected to be resistant due to loss of the Rhm function. A detailed description 
of this project and its restilts are not intended here, but can be fotind in Chang and 
Peterson (1994b). Only the results relevant to the discussion here are presented 
in Table 5-1. 
For the Cy line {Cy bz-rcy I bz-rcy Rhm I Rhm), the mutation rate is 4.17 x lO^^. 
This is approximately the frequency expected on the basis of a random-insertion 
event. For the T line {T4-6 033-16~c2-ml~RhmlT4-6 033-16~c2-ml''Rhm), no 
mutants were obtained from a population of47,391 seedlings screened. This was 
probably due to the small population tested. With reference to the frequency of 
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random insertion (10-6 to 10-5), and frequency of the Cy line, only 0.5 to 2 mutants 
were expected from the population. Thus, the mutation rate of the T line could be 
considered "normal". Because the Cy line and the T line were weakened during line 
development by excessive inbreeding, they were crossed to increase vigor of the 
parents. The hybrid, Cy line / T line, was pollinated by the rhm tester, and their F1 
screened for insertional mutation. The result was unexpected. A mutation 
frequency of around 5% was obtained from screening this progeny (Table 5-1). 
This figure was an estimate, because no cotinting was made at that time. A few 
Hnes with remnant seed were replanted and checked for the frequency of resistant 
seedlings. The results are listed in Table 2. The results are not readily explained 
on the basis of random insertion. Thus, a two-gene model is proposed to account 
for the unexpectedly high mutation rate. Crossover between the two dominant 
genes sdelded the 5% mutants (See explanations below). 
Most of the resistant seedlings were tested with the rhm tester, and all proved 
to be consistently resistant. There is strong support that the resistant seedlings 
could not have been derived from contamination. First, when tested separately by 
the rhm tester, the Cy line and the T line 3delded mutants on a random event basis 
(Table 5-1). This indicates that the two lines were homozygous Rhm I Rhm. 
Secondly, the Rhm I Rhm lines were used as female parents in crossing with the 
rhm tester. No contamination by Rhm pollen will jdeld resistant seedlings. 
Lastly, a single rhm tester was used in all the crosses. This tester has a colorless 
aleurone, whereas the Rhm I Rhm parents have a colored or spotted aleurone. If 
there were contamination in the cross of Cy line x T line, the following testcross 
with rhm would have yielded colorless kernels. No colorless kernels were fotmd in 
any of the progeny tested. 
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Since a chromosome translocation line was used as one of the parents (Table 
5-1), it is possible that unexpected trsmslocation segregation products caused the 
distorted ratio. Reciprocal translocations usually produce semisterility in both 
micro- and macro-spores (Burnham 1962). However, all viable gametes are 
expected to contain balanced genetic information. The only exception possible in 
our study is the transmission of a chromosome with a deletion. This could include 
the 0.1 portion of chromosome 6 distal to the break point. If the Rhm allele 
resides in this part, then a resistant phenotype will result due to the transmission 
of a chromosome without Rhm (a hemizygote with only rhm). This alternative to 
explain the 5% resistant seedlings is not veiy likely, because when the 
translocation line was used separately for testing, no resistant mutants were 
obtained out of 47 thousand seedlings (Table 5-1). 
The Two-Gene Model 
According to the two-gene model: i) There are two linked recessive genes 
controlling resistance to B. maydis. ii) The hnkage of the two genes is ~5% x 2 = 
~10% (see explanation below), iii) The genes have complementary effects. They 
control the same trait, resistance to B. maydis. iv) Only the homozygous 
recessive status at both loci confers resistance. 
According to the proposed model, the dominant alleles possessed by the Cy Une 
and the T line belong to two different genes. The two linked genes are designated 
rhml and rhm2. The dominant gene in the T line is arbitrarily assigned to Rhml 
and that in the Cy line to Rhm2 , with no firm knowledge of the relationship 
between the two genes and the rhm gene proposed by Smith and Hooker (1973). 
Accordingly, the rhm tester used must include two recessive genes, since only the 
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genotype rhml rhm2lrhml rhm2 would be resistant. 
The cross between the Cy line and the T line would have yielded a genotype 
with the two genes in a repulsion phase, Rhml rhm21 rhml Rhm2 (Figi^e 5-2). In 
the testcross progeny with the rhm tester, there were two types of parental 
genotypes that produced susceptible seedhngs. Two types of recombinants were 
also present in the progeny. The type II recombinant, rhml rhm2lrhml rhm2, 
was the one that yielded the resistant "mutants" (5%). The type I recombinant, 
Rhml Rhm21 rhml rhm2, was phenotypically indistinguishable from the majority 
of (parental) seedlings. Therefore, the linkage distance between the two genes 
shoiold be ~5% x 2 = ~10%. 
The monogenic resistance reported by Smith and Hooker (1973) can be 
explained. According to the present model, the inbred lines shown by these 
authors to have a single, dominant gene responsible for susceptibility might in fact 
have two genes, with only one being dominant. Therefore they behaved as though 
they had only one gene . Genetic and RFLP strategies to test the proposed model 
have been developed and are being carried out. 
Implications 
Though different types of inheritance patterns for resistance to Bipolaris 
maydis, race O, have been reported (Thompson and Berquist 1984; Holley and 
Goodman 1989), they basically constitute isolated cases. If the two-gene model 
proposed here is proven correct, that is, if the inbred lines tested by Smith and 
Hooker indeed had two genes, then digenic resistance should be recognized for its 
generality. This means that digenic resistance is the standard situation, while 
monogenic resistance is the failure of detecting the second gene when it is 
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recessive. 
How, then, can the complementaiy gene action be visualized that results in 
resistance with two genes? The most likely explanation is that one of the two 
genes is a copy of the other created by duplication. The dominant alleles are 
responsible for a gene product that permits the fungus to proliferate. The 
recessive alleles are null or altered alleles. A dominant allele at either of the two 
loci will be able to make a ftmctional product, and thus will abolish resistance. 
This is somewhat similar to the Helminthosporium spot of oats, in which the host-
dominant Vb gene interacts with a pathogen-dominant HV gene to result in 
compatibility (susceptibiUty of plant host) (Elhngboe 1976). The Rhm alleles here 
may encode a suppresser that suppresses the host defense reaction (see Keen, 
1990 for a review). Alternatively the Rhm alleles may encode a host function that 
is recognized by the pathogen, while the null rhm alleles simply escape recognition 
by the pathogen. 
Table 5-1. Screening results of the rhm tagging project. Genotype for screening, 
Rhm El I rhm', Inoculum, race O oiH. maydis; Cy line, Cy Ibz-rcy Rhm-, 
T line, T4-6 033-16~c2-ml~Rhm. 
Poptilation No. seedlings No. mutants Mutation rate 
Cy line 263,840 11 4.17 X 10-5 
TUne 47,391 0 0.00 
Cy hne/T line^ 26,282 many -5% 
^ The Cy line and the T Une were crossed first and then tested by rhm. 
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Table 5-2. Frequencies of resistant seedlings in the progeny of Cy line/T line when 
testcrossed by rhm. Inoculum, race O of H. maydis; Cy line, Cy/bz-rcy 
Rhm; T line, T4-6 033-16~c2-ml~Rhm. 
Population No of seedlings No of mutants Mutation rate 
92gl88a 276 11 3.99% 
92gl90 207 9 4.35% 
92gl91 195 11 5.64% 
^ 1992 greenhouse planting nioinbers 
S M R 
Figure 5-1. Leaves infected by Helminthosporium maydis, race O, showing: S, 
susceptible reaction; R, resistant reaction; and M, resistant 
mutants. 
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Cross 1: 
Cross 2: 
T4-6''C2-m1~Rhm1 rhm2 
T4-6~c2-m1~Rhm1 rhm2 
(T line) / 
74-6-02-1711-Rhml rhm2 
X X 
Cy Bz-rcy rhm1 Rhm2 
Cy Bz-rcy rhm 1 Rhm2 
Cy Bz-rcy ifim 1 Rhm2 
(Cy line) 
rhm1 rhm2 
rhm1 rhm2 
Parental: Type I; Rhm1 rhm2 
rhml rhm2 
(Susc) 
Recombinant: 
Type I: Rhm1 Rhm2 
rhm1 rhm2 
(Susc, -5%) 
Type II; rhm1 Rhm2 
rhm1 rhm2 
(Susc) 
Type II: rhm1 rhm2 
rhm1 rhm2 
(Resist, -5%) 
Figure 5-2. Model for resistance controlled by two linked recessive genes. The T 
line and the Cy line have different dominant genes. Recombination 
between the two genes yielded the 5% resistant seedlings in the 
testcross progeny. 
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6. GENETIC EVIDENCE FOR DIGENIC RESISTANCE TO BIPOLARIS 
MAYDIS, RACE O, IN MAIZE 
As shown in chapter 5, oiir exceptional resiilts in the rhm tagging project 
suggested a two-gene model for resistance to B. maydis. To further explore the 
two-gene model, two strategies were designed that include a recombination test 
and a molecular marker exchange analysis. The recombination test has been 
completed. This chapter reports the results of the recombination test and 
discusses the strategy for the marker exchange test. A problem associated with 
the adjacent-1 segregation of the t line is also addressed. The materials and 
methods used have been discussed in detail in chapter 5 and will not be repeated 
here. 
Recombination Test of the Two-Gene Model 
A recombination test was designed to test the two-gene model. Smith and 
Hooker (1973) tested 11U. S. inbred hnes against resistant sources derived from 
the Nigeria material (Craig and Fajemisin 1969). The segregation ratios 
conclusively showed that resistance was recessive and monogenically controlled. 
All the inbred lines tested were dominant at this locus and susceptible to this 
fungus. According to the scenario proposed for the recombination test (Figure 6-
1), the inbred lines originally shown to have a single, dominant gene might in fact 
have two genes, with one gene being dominant. The effect of the other, recessive 
rhm gene was masked by the dominant gene owing to complementation. 
Some lines from Smith and Hooker's study (1973) and several other Unes were 
tested for recombination with the T line and the Cy line in this study. In our 
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previous report, we arbitrarily set the dominant gene in the T line as Rhml and 
that in Cy as Rhm2 (Chapter 5). These designations are to be reversed according 
to the results shown in this report, to be consistent with the nomenclature in the 
literature. One of the two genes in the T and Cy lines should be the same as the 
originally defined rhm gene (Smith and Hooker 1973) because when Rhml and 
Rhm2 were tested separately by the same rhm tester, they behaved as if there 
were only one gene. The original dominant gene should recombine with the 
proposed Rhml or Rhm2, but not with both (Figure 6-1). The selected inbred Unes 
were crossed separately with the T line and the Cy line and the Fl's tested by the 
recessive rhm tester {rhml rhm2l Irhml rhm2). Recombination events occuiring 
in the F1 generation that resulted in resistant seedlings can readily be detected by 
the test crosses that give a low recombination value (Table 6-1). The test resxilts 
are Hsted in Table 6-1. A sjonbolized representation of Table 6-1 is presented in 
Table 6-2. 
As shown in Tables 6-1 and 6-2, five of the eight fines tested (B14, B37, 
OhSlA, c2W22 and a2ht) clearly recombined with the T line (the gene now 
designated see later), indicating a genotype of Rhml rhm2l I Rhml rhm2. 
Mol7 (941631-22) recombined with T though at a higher rate, but W64A cleeirly 
did not. Data are not available for the other two lines. The lack of recombination 
of some of the fines or progeny families with the T fine does not negate the two-
gene model. Instead, we interpret this as indicating that the T line itself was 
heterozygous for the rhm2 locus in an earlier generation because several crosses 
were necessary to develop this line. Note that there were two fines that went into 
the original chromosome labeling fine (Chang and Peterson 1994a). We assume 
that one of the two fines was the origin of the Rhm2 gene, and the other was not. 
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This proposition is being tested. 
With Mol7, the progeny in this test showed between 1/3 and 1/2 resistant 
seedlings (probably closer to 1/2, since some unclassifiable seedlings also went into 
the total). (The purpose of the test is to detect recombination. Therefore, only 
resistant seedHngs that can be classified with certainty were considered as the 
resistant class. No effort was made to exclude xmclassifiable seedlings from the 
totals. Especially in the case of segregating lines, exact ratios are not crucial to 
this test since these Hnes can be excluded from recombinational events.) This 
result leads to the assumption that Mol7 per se was heterozygous for the Rhml 
gene. The progeny famiHes segregated for resistance instead of recombining. The 
lack of resistant seedlings in one of the foiar families of Mol7 tested with Cy is a 
clear indication of heterozygosity in the parent. Note also that the family 941631-
22 recombined with T rather than segregated. This can be explained by assuming 
that Mol7 has a genotype of Rhml rhin21 / rhml rhm2 and the T line has a 
genotype, rhml Rhm2l Irhml Rhm2. When the two lines were crossed, one of the 
two progeny (941631-22, Rhml rhm2l /rhml Rhm2) showed recombination in 
the next testcross generation, and the other (941631-21, rhml rhml I Irhml 
Rhm2) did not (segregated for resistance). Similarly, when Mol7 was crossed with 
the Cy line (Rhml rhm21 /Rhml rhm2), approximately 1/2 of the progeny {Rhml 
rhm2l I Rhml rhm2, 941633-22, in this case) were expected to produce all 
susceptible seedlings (no recombination), and the other 1/2 irhml rhm2l I Rhml 
rhm2, the rest) were expected to produce segregating populations in the next 
generation. 
This assumption with Mol7 was tested and proven to be correct by evaluating 
the selfed progeny of Mol7 for resistance. The original parent was so weak that 
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the few seedlings that survived were not adequate to receive any inoculation. 
Testing of two progeny families clearly indicates a heterozygous genotype or an 
array of segregating genotypes in the original parent. One of the two famihes 
tested is entirely resistant, and the other is entirely sxisceptible. 
The results in Table 6-3 clearly show that none of the tested hnes recombined 
with the Cy hne. This is conclusive evidence that the inbred hnes tested have the 
same dominant Rhm gene as the Cy line. Because the rhm gene originally 
identified by Smith and Hooker (1973) is often referred to as rhml, we designate 
the dominant gene in the Cy line as Rhml {rhml for more generic term) to be 
consistent with the nomenclature in the hterature. It is the same gene as the one 
originally identified by Smith and Hooker (1973) in the inbred lines. The dominant 
gene in the T hne is consequently designated as Rhm2. It is a second gene involved 
in the resistance to B. mnydis and is Hnked to Rhml on chromosome 6. The 
designations are reversed from our original report (Chapter 5) in compliance with 
the hterature. 
The frequencies of recombination with the T line varied greatly among hnes, 
even among progeny famihes of a single hne. They had a range fi:om 3.51% to 
24.31%, with the majority being between 4 and 9%. The average recombination 
frequency excluding the two extremely high values (24.31 and 22.90) is 6.4%. If 
the two high values are included, the value is 10.02%. 
An Alternative Explanation 
An alternative explanation for our exceptional results reported in chapter 5 
has not been excluded. This explanation is associated with the adjacent-1 
segregation of the T line. The translocation T4-6 033-16 has a break point of 
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6S.90 on chromosome 6. The rhm gene was mapped close to the tip of 6S (Zaitlin 
et al. 1993). A translocation involving a short section of a chromosome may 
produce viable gametes by the adjacent-1 segregation (Bumham 1962), which 
results in a deficiency of the short translocated segment. If rhm is indeed located 
in this segment, gametes fi-om the adjacent-1 segregation will lack the Rhm allele 
and will produce resistant seedlings (Figure 6-2). This possibihty can be excluded 
by a marker exchange analysis proposed in the next section. 
Strategy for Molecular Marker Exchange (MME) Analysis 
This MME analysis is designed to exclude the possibility of the alternative 
model addressed in the last section for the exceptional ~5% resistant seedlings 
(Chapter 5). The rhm gene defined by Smith and Hooker has been located to the 
tip of the short arm of chromosome 6 (Zaitlin et al. 1993). An RFLP marker 
umc85 was located close to the rhm locus however, Zaitlin et al. (1993) could not 
determine whether this marker is proximal or distal to this locus. Several RFLP 
markers have been located about 2 cM (= %, map units) distal to umc85 (Matz et 
al. 1994). This very likely means that they are located distally to the originally 
defined rhm locus. Based on this reasoning, RFLP marker exchange analysis was 
designed to test the resistant crossover product (Figure 6-3). 
Proximal markers to the rhm locus (umc59, located ~30% and cl2,16-18% to 
rhm, Zaitlin et al. 1993), and distal markers (umc203, umcl59 and npi340a, all 
about 2% to rhm, Matz et al. 1994), are suitable markers for this analysis. 
In Figure 6-3, T1 and Cyl are proximal markers, T2 and Cy2 are distal 
markers, specific to the T line and Cy line, respectively. If a crossover occurred 
that resulted in resistant seedlings, it should be accompanied by an exchange of 
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the proximal and distal RFLP markers. There are marker exchanges even if there 
is only one rhm gene. However in this case, exchanges should be detected in only a 
certain percentage of resistant seedlings (for umc59, "30%), whereas a close 
association of resistant seedlings with marker exchanges is strong evidence that 
these seedlings are derived from a crossover between the genes and thus, would 
support the two-gene model. The use of two proximal markers in combination 
with a distal marker covers a range from ~18% to ~30%. This range is expected to 
span the two rhm loci. Note that this analysis not only detects marker exchanges 
but can also determine the relative order of the two rhm genes as detailed in 
Figure 6-3. 
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Table 6-1. Recombination tests^ of several susceptible inbred lines with Rhml 
BxidLRhm2, which were crossed to the T line and Cy line separately, and 
their F1 progeny were testcrossed by rhm tester. The testcross 
progeny were screened for resistance to detect recombination between 
the inbred lines and either T or Cy line. 
Cross with T ine {Rhm2) Cross with Cy line {Rhml) 
Lane Plant # Resistant Total Resistant Total 
B14 941622-21 0 226 
-22 8 192 
941623-21 0 261 
-22 0 390 
941624-21 0 362 
-22 0 366 
B37 941625-21 10 260 
-22 16 244 
941626-21 0 185 
-22 18 232 
941627-21 0 185 
-22 0 135 
941628-21 0 363 
-22 0 252 
Mol7 941631-21 65 200 
-22 22 181 
941632-21 119 363 
-22 140 343 
941633-21 144 318 
-22 0 264 
OhSlA 941634-21 0 110 
-22 0 300 
941635-21 6 342 
-22 9 261 
941636-21 0 405 
-22 0 423 
941637-21 0 412 
-22 . . 0 550 
W64A 941638-21 0 484 
-22 0 85 
941639-21 0 571 
-22 0 389 
c2W22 941642-21 34 297 
941643-21 0 399 
al-m(papu) 941640-21 0 147 
a2ht 941641-21 6 192 
3 B73 was also tested. However, the parent used in testing was later foxind to be 
an rhm converted line and thus data are not listed. 
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Table 6-2. A symbolized representation of the data from the crosses presented in 
Table 6-1. Niamber of symbols (+, or seg., etc.) represents the 
number of families showing the designated event. 
line Cross with T line (Rhm2) Cross with Cy line (Rhml) 
B14 +-
B37 + + + -
Mo 17 seg. + seg. seg. seg. -
OhSlA + + — 
W64A 
C2W22 + 
al-m(papu) Data not available — 
a2bt + Data not available 
+: Recombination seen 
No recombination 
seg: segregation 
Table 6-3. Tests of selfed progeny of Mo 17 for resistance 
Line Progeny family Resistant Susceptible 
Mol7 Original parent Not available not available 
941654 ® 60 0 
941655 ® 0 42 
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46 
4 
f?/fm -
- R/m 
emsJt e 3 e gre gati ons 
Adjacenl-I segregation Adjac enl-2 s e gre gati on 
Figure 6-1. Adjacent-1 segregation that might restdt in loss of Rhm residing in 
the terminal region of chromosome arm 6S. 
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Inbred lines 
B14A — 
B37 
B73 
Mol7 
OhSlA 
W64A -
Rhml rhm2 
Rhml rhm2 
or X 
Rhml rhml 
rhml Rhml 
& 
• 
Rhml rhml 
Rhml rhml 
Testers 
Tline 
rhml Rhml 
rhml Rhml 
Cy line 
Rhml rhml 
Rhml rhml 
rhml rhml 
rhml rhml 
Detect recombination 
Figure 6-2. Test of the two-gene model, the recombination test. The Rhml gene 
in the inbred lines of Smith and Hooker's study (1973) shoiald 
recombine with the Rhm gene either in the T line or in the Cy line, but 
not both. 
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A. Rhml proximal 
Cy line 
T line 
Cy2 rhm2 Rhm1 Cy1 
E=I1 IHE3 EE13 \ I Q n 
X 
J=1 ra ESEU 1 I Q // 
T2 Rhm2 rhm1 T1 
Resistant 
progeny Cy2 r/7/772 r/7m/ T1 
I I EEEEI EH3 I I Q jy 
B. Rhm1 distal 
Cy2 Rhml rhm2 Cy1 
Cy line ' 1 1 1 q u 
T line X [==3 E-D n 
12 rhm1 . Rhm2 T1 
Resistant T2 rhm1 rhm2 Cy1 P''°9®"y . . -I ra r-A Q .. 
Figure 6-3. Molecular marker exchange associated with the resistant 
crossover product can be detected using suitable proximal and 
distal RFLP markers. A, rhml is proximal to rhm2\ B, rhml is 
distal. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
The analysis and application of the En system presented in this dissertation 
include three projects: the analysis of the position hypothesis for En states at the 
maize A2 locus; chromosome labeling with En transposable element; and 
transposon tagging oiRpl. 
A test was conducted to examine whether the position of insertion in a gene 
influences excision events. Transposable elements display characteristic 
patterns (states, due to reversion of gene function) at their controlled loci. 
Heritable, distinct changes in reversion patterns are called 'states' (McClintock 
1948,1949). The basis of a state could be analysed by investigating a number of 
En inserts with distinct patterns in a gene with a single exon and no intron. Three 
En mutable alleles at the maize A2 locus originated from the transposition of En 
into the A2 locus from an al mutable allele. These three alleles were shown to 
possess an autonomously transactivating These alleles show distinct 
spotting patterns: One is very fine-spotted (late reversions) and the other two are 
coarsely spotted (early reversions). It was hypothesized (Peterson 1977) that 
these differential expressions of A2 were caused by different insertion positions of 
the same En element in the A2 gene. Molecular analysis of these alleles has 
shown that the fine-spotted allele has En inserted in the 5' region and the two 
coarse-spotted alleles have En inserted in the 3' region, of the A2 gene. Former 
studies deahng with the position hypothesis have shown that insertions of 
transposable elements in exons have more severe effects than insertions in the 
untranslated leaders £ind introns of a gene. This study is the first to document 
that an insertion in the 5' region of the single A2 coding region has more severe 
effects (later reversions) than the two insertions in the 3' region. Whether this is a 
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general trend or just a special case awaits analysis with, more alleles under similar 
conditions. How element insertions in dififerent regions of a single coding region can 
have dramatic effect on element expression is still an open question. 
LabeUng of chromosome arms with transposons was conducted as an 
expeditious way to gene tagging. The En transposable element has been shown to 
transpose more frequently to closely linked sites (Peterson 1970; Nowick and 
Peterson 1981). Therefore, it was designed to relocate jKre-containing alleles to 
each of the 20 chromosome arms of maize. After an arm has been labeled with an 
En transposable element, genes residing in the arm will have a greater chance of 
being tagged by the element. All 20 arms have been labeled: Fovir contain an 
element identified earher and 16 are labeled in this study (12 were labeled in. my M. 
S. study with fewer labeled arms in homozygous condition). It is conceivable that 
relocating En close to genes will facilitate the transposon tagging process. 
However, this position-enhancement needs to be demonstrated with comparative 
tagging studies with and without hnkage construct of genes with En. This study is 
the first to docimient chromosome labeling. Another similar study with Ac/Ds 
was also reported (Auger and Sheridan 1994). 
The third project is Rpl tagging with En and other transposable elements. The 
major elements used are En and Uq and two other elements, Cy and Ac, are vised 
less frequently. These transposable elements were first introduced into an 
RplD IRplD line. Homozygous RplD /RplD ElEl lines were developed and then 
used in testcrosses with rpl /rpl. The resxilting F1 RplD El / rpl was used for 
screening. 
A total of 64 mutants were obtained from screening more than a million 
seedlings (25 were obtained in my M. S. study). In a prehminary report of Rpl 
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tagging (Chapter 3) instability of Rpl in different transposon-laden lines was 
compared. Comprehensive results show that En and Cy populations yielded 
mutation rates of several fold higher than the Ac and Uq populations. Of the 64 
mutants, 37 (Chapter 3 and Table 4-1) were studied with RFLP cinalysis using 
chromosome 10-specific probes to confirm the RplD origin of the mutants. Of 
those analysed, 25 were proven to be the correct genotype RplD I rpl*. However, 
the 12 mutants analysed with probe bnl3.04, digested with BamHI showed more 
progeny with non-RplD origin. This BamHI-bnl3.04 combination distinguished 
the converted RplD I RplD ElEl parents, but not the original RplD parent, from 
the recessive, B14rp21 rpl. Thus, this analysis may not reflect the true situation. 
Further analysis of these mutants with different enzyme-probe combinations that 
can distinguish both the original RplD and the RplD El parents from rpl j rpl 
should be conducted. Analysis of the RFLP-confirmed mutants shown in Table 4-
1 with an En probe has not been carried out due to the lack of funding and 
molecular facihties in this lab. 
Rpl has been shown to be a complex region (Hulbert and Bennetzen 1991). 
Several laboratories have been attempting to tag this gene for several years 
without success. Pryor (1987a) compared mutation rates oiRpl to rpl in 
backgrotmds with and without Ac/Ds. He concluded that only approximately 10% 
of the total susceptible mutants might be due to the effects of this transposable 
element system. These effects may or may not be due to the element's insertion 
into the gene. Therefore, Rpl tagging may be a high risk venture and the chance 
of success may be remote. Labeling lines (chapter 2) that have the linkage of En 
and Rpl may be used as an enhancement of tagging. 
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The final project shown in Chapters 5 and 6 is the genetic study of resistance 
to Bipolaris maydis, race O, in maize. Chlorotic-lesion resistance to B. maydis 
was first identified in Nigeria (Craig and Daniel-Kalio 1968) and subsequent study 
(Craig and Fajemisin 1969) showed that this resistance was controlled by two 
recessive genes linked by 16.83%. Though a study conducted in Illinois (Smith and 
Hooker 1973) showed that it was controlled monogenically, non-monogenic types 
of resistance have been reported (Thompson and Berquist 1984; HoUey and 
Goodman 1989). This raises doubt on the universaUty of monogenic resistance. 
Data reported in Chapter 5 support a two-gene model for this resistance. This 
idea is derived firom the exceptional result in the rhm tagging project. Two 
transposon lines (a chromosome labeling line T4-6 033-16~c2-ml~Rhm I same, the 
T line, and a Cy transposon hne) showed -IQ-s mutation rates when tested 
separately against the recessive rhm I rhm line. However, the hybrid of these two 
lines produced ~5% resistant individuals when tested against rhm. These two hnes 
are hypothesized to possess two different dominant genes and recombination 
between the two genes produced the resistant individuals. A genetic test shown in 
Chapter 6 with the inbred Hnes tested by Smith and Hooker (1973) revealed 
recombination between the inbred lines and the T hne; none of the hnes 
recombined with the Cy hne. 
If recombination indeed occurred, digenic resistance shown here shoiild 
constitute the general situation whereas monogenic resistance is a special case 
when the second gene is recessive which is masked by the effect of the dominant 
gene. One possibihty has not been ruled out, however, that is, the adjacent-1 
segregation might result in loss of the small fragment of 6S involved in the 
translocation T4-6 033-16. liRhm happened to reside in this segment, this loss 
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will also cause the loss oiRhm and expose the effect of rhm. A molecular test has 
been designed and wiU be carried out to exclude this possibility. 
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